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THE RELIGIOUS PARLIAMENT IDEA
BY GUSTAVE CARUS

Monday, September 11, 1893. The World's First Parliament of Religions.

Made Opening Address of Welcome. Scene and proceedings majestic and awe-
inspiring beyond words.

THIS is the notation in the diary of the Honorable Charles Car-

roll Bonney on that memorable eleventh day of September

when men and women representing all the religions sat together in

brotherly unison on the same platform, each one to present the

greatest and best of his faith. The Parliament of Religions was the

chief one among some two hundred congresses held that summer
in Chicago in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition,

and its tremendous success made it a landmark in the history of

religion.

The plan of holding a series of congresses which would repre-

sent the spirit or soul of the material exhibits of the Exposition was

originated by Mr. Bonney, one of the foremost western lawyers at

that time. Mr. Bonney proposed the congresses to show the achieve-

ments of the human mind in science, literature, education, religion,

and other departments of human activity. The plan was adopted,

and he was made President of the World's Congress Auxiliary.

The motto adopted by this committee was "Not matter, but mind ;

not things, but men." For two years the committee worked with end-

less patience and tact to realize their plans.

There was a congress devoted to social reform, to woman, to

labor, to the various sciences, professions, and businesses. Religion

was represented by forty-one denominational and inter-denomin-

ational conventions which were followed by what became the center

of interest, the World's First Parliament of Religions. Great re-

ligious gatherings had taken place before, but none equaled this. The
Council of Nicea included only Christians. The congress summoned
at Patiputra (now Patna) was composed entirely of Buddhists. The
Emperor Akbar attempted to bring together the leaders and teachers
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of all the religions of his realm, but he was summoning them as ruler

and prophet of his new religion. Xow for the first time in history,

the exponents of all religions came together in a spirit of brother-

hood, not to argue and dispute, but to meet in friendly fellowship.

The invitations stated that the purpose was "not to denounce but

to announce, not to debate but to confer, not to decree but to con-

sult." The rules provided that "the speakers will. . . .state their own

beliefs and reasons for them with the greatest frankness, without

however employing unfriendly criticism of other faiths."

\\'ith a few exceptions the whole world accepted the invitation.

The only important men who declined to participate or to be repre-

sented were the Archbishop of Canterberry. Primate of All England,

and the Sultan of Turkey, in his capacity of Caliph or ^Moslem

Primate.

The opposition of the Sultan caused little surprise, but it was

regretted because a number of Islamic scholars who had hoped to

participate, felt compelled to remain absent, and the Bishops of the

Greek and Armenian churches in the Turkish Empire were much

embarrassed by his attitude.

The opposition of the Archbishop, however, was unexpected,

for he not only refused to accept the invitation, but even refused

to write a letter expressing his approval of the Parliament. His

chief reason was that, since he considered Christianity the one re-

ligion, taking part in the congress would be admitting the equality

of others and the parity of their position and claims. The committee

regretted this attitude, for they had no intention of committing the

participants in the congress to admitting the equality of religions or

the parity of claims ; they merely wished to have all creeds meet in

parliamentary equality.

Father Hyacinthe in the Contemporary (July. 1892) entered

fully into the spirit of the invitation where he wrote, "It is not true

that all religions are ecjually good but neither is it true that all re-

ligions except one are no good at all. . .
."

While the Parliament was in preparation, misgivings were felt

even by those who were friendly to the idea, for it seemed that the

difficulties in the way would prove too great. The New York

Tribune said on July 8, that the coming Parliament "can hardly ex-

pect the success it deserves. . . .many Christians refuse to have any-

thing to do with it, while many of these who will take part in it look
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upon it as a tournament in which it is to be the duty of Christianity

to prove that no other rehgion has in it any element of truth or use-

fulness. Such a spirit is unfortunate and must seriously interfere

with the good result of the gathering. . . .But if the tangible results

of the Parliament of Religions should not be as great as expected,

the fact that it was held at all will mark an era in the religious his-

tory of the world. It will dififuse a truer knowledge of the religious

problem and will tend to make the adherents of all religions more

charitable in their judgments of other faiths."

The final, great success of the Parliament was perhaps due more

than anything else to the fortunate combination of the two leaders,

Mr. Charles Carroll Bonney, President of the World's Congress

Auxiliary, and Dr. John Henry Barrows, the Chairman of the Par-

liament of Religions. Both were men of deeply religious character,

with judicial minds, firmness, and tact. Then also, the time was

right, and the occasion was auspicious.

The Parliament was held in the Columbus Hall of the Art In-

stitute before an audience of four thousand people. The spirit of

good-will and brotherhood in the exchange of religious thoughts pre-

dominated overwhelrhingly over both delegates and listeners. There

were only a few discordant notes but these were handled with such

diplomacy and tact by the Chairman that no quarrels or hard feel-

ing resulted. The liberal, tolerant, and gentle spirit of the Oriental

religions did much to soften the aggressive religions, "breathing the

brotherhood of man as well as the fatherhood of God." A platform

was sought which would be broad enough to embrace all the re-

ligions. There were many present who, before the Parliament, knew

very little about Brahma or the religion of Buddha, and this was

their first introduction to a knowledge of comparative religions. To
many, too, it was a shock to learn that the introduction of Christian-

ity by the missions was often demoralizing, and that the spirit of

the missionaries was not always one of meekness and unselfishness.

Throughout the entire session there were evidences of a change in

the attitude from dogmatic religions and iron-bound creeds towards

unity of all nature and the brotherhood of man.

After the close of the Parliament, in order to keep the spirit it

had fostered alive, the Religious Parliament Extension was organ-

ized. Mr. Bonney was President and Dr. Paul Cams, the late editor

of the Open Court, was Secretary. Dr. Carus was in close sympathy
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with the ideals of the Parhament. The Open Court stood for "'Liber-

ty of Thought, Freedom of Conscience, the earnest pursuit of the

Truth, and loyaky to the Truth under all circumstances. In 1900,

a closer bond was made, and the ( )pcn Court devoted its pages not

only to The Science of Religion and the Religion of Science, but

also to the "Extension of the Religious Parliament Idea."

A direct oi^tcome of the Parliament of Religion was the found-

ing of the John Henry P>arrows Lectures and the Haskell Lectures

at the I'niversity of Chicago, and also the establishing of a center at

Greenacre, Eliot, Maine by Miss Farmer where for many years a

group of men and women carried on the work begun in Chicago.

The Religious Parliament idea is still active after forty vears.

This past July the Haskell Institute on Modern Trends in World

Religions met in the Assembly Room of the Oriental Institute at the

L'niversity of Chicago and scholars representing the six great world

religions. Christianity. Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Confucianism and

Hinduism, under the able leadership of Professor A. Eustace Hay-

don, presented the tendencies in these religions todav toward modern

scientific thinking, and in adapting themselves to changing social and

economic conditions. It was generally conceded that the liberal re-

ligions of the Orient had less adjustment to make in meeting the re-

quirements of scientific thought and social change.

With the same spirit but with a dift'erent approach, the W^orld's

Fellowship of Faiths is seeking to "unite the inspiration of all faiths

upon the solution of ^Man's Present Problems," in a "Second Par-

liament of Religions." From August 27 to September 17, at an

afternoon and evening session eminent leaders of thought from all

over the world are speaking on these problems. Great credit must be

given to the two chief executives of this organization, Mr. Charles

Weller and ^Ir. Kedernath Das Gupta, for making possible these

meetings in si)ite of almost unsurmountable difficulties. The proceed-

ings, if collected and published, would give a unique picture of con-

ditions today from widely varied points of view.

Perhaps, however, the greatest and most important result of the

First Parliament of Religions is that intangible, unorganized spirit of

toleration and mutual understanding which has spread so widely and

gained so many adherents since tlial memorable event fort\' years

ago.



IMMEDIATE EMPIRICISM AND PRIMITIVE
PROCESS PHILOSOPHY

BRUCE W. BROTHERSTON

WHEN psychology wished to discover the original psychic

equipment of humanity, it seemed the obvious method to go

to the earliest possible stage in the life of the individual and there,

where environmental influence is slightest, to question the untaught

mind by means of controlled stimuli. But such experimenting with

babes, valuable as it is for special knowledge, has inescapable draw-

backs as a method for discovering the given in mind. In the first

place it is recognized that environmental influence reaches back

into prenatal days. The constancy of the intra-uterine environment

seems to be a necessary condition for even the structural constancy

of the organism. But besides this the child can no more be said to

have the completed original equipment of normal human mind—if,

as the writer believes, there is such an entity—at birth than at

conception. Only upon passing through adolescence and reaching

normal adult life, is the individual mind finally endowed with its

given—with the original human psychic equipment. Then only

has experience come upon the power to be fully self-observant;

and then endowment and confused nurture are hopelessly scrambled.

But there is perhaps another method. A feeling may be justi-

fied that the ardent interest which recent philosophy has taken in

the mental attitudes of early man arises in a sense that we are here

present at the awakening of conation into its reflective phase, and

can observe the primal behavior of mind as finally rounded out.

At this point in the process of evolution, where conation first ar-

rived at the stage of reflection, where intellectual operation was

at its merest beginning, where the content of learning was too little

complex to confuse the forms of immediate feeling, modern research

has discovered an almost uniform mental attitude obtaining across

ages of time and in geographically segregated continents. A sug-

gestion moving behind philosophical interest may be this : "Here,

at the earliest attainable point in the experience of the race rather

than of the individual, we may find the unobstructed mind in touch

with reality in immediate feeling, or non-sensuous perception, of
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the gh'en. It was this which Rousseau felt in his slogan "Back to

Nature," but which in his day could not be fully understood.

Immediate or radical empiricism has been criticised on the

ground that, purporting to present the given—the most naive and

ingenuous beginning of experience—it has arrived at a view at the

extreme remove from common sense, more difficult for common
sense to grasp than the most intellectualized construction. But it

may be that this is so merely because common sense in the modern

world is no longer naive, however untrustworthy it may be, but is

loaded with sophistications infiltrated from the learned classes. The

truly naive view-point is the view-point not of modern but of prim-

itive common sense—if it should turn out that we have the means

of observing that view-point. The argument that a truly radical

or immediate empiricism would manifest the ingeniousness of com-

mon sense may perhaps be entirely in its favor. If it is possible to

discover the primitive mental attitude, we shall find it simply fol-

lowing conation as it showed itself in its given constituents when it

first arrived at the stage of reflection.

The non-sensuous perception of these given constituents is im-

mediate or radical empiricism. In another article^ the present writer

has treated the concept of the given to immediate empiricism. He
has there pointed out that James made next-to-next-ness, or con-

nexity, definitive of radical empiricism. But that article main-

tained that there are two things and not merely one constitutive of

the immediately given. It pointed out that besides the connexity,

James found feelings of tendency upon the same empirical basis;

which, it argued, plainly include the religious total-conservation-of-

value-fecling and the scientific nccessity-of-unity-fceling. James

made such feelings of tendency the basis of his limited pragmatism,

and he did not find place for them any more than for pragmatism

in his more profound empiricism. But the relation could not and

did not fail to suggest itself and was bound ultimately to work
through against the obstacles it had to encounter. It was thus held,

in that article, that there are two levels or poles in the given to re-

flective conation or si)iritual urgency; one, that of process, and the

other, that of unity in any and all stages of inclusion.

We shall attempt to show in this article that it is possible to ar-

rive at the primitive human mental attitude and that in the primi-

177/.- Jounuil of I'hilnsophy, Vol. XXX, No. 6. Maicli 16, 1933.
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tive mental attitude both these poles of reflective conation or spir-

itual urgency are at once obvious. This will appear, we believe, as

we trace the beginnings of historic philosophy in their relations to

prehistoric mental attitudes. It is significant that James himself

saw that his radical empiricism is precisely Buddhism. The prin-

ciple boasted as Gautama's original contribution was called "de-

pendent origination." It is precisely the principle of connexity

moving and arriving from below sense-experience. To use James'

language regarding his own method, "It explores the way in which

the parts of experience hold together from next to next by rela-

tions that are themselves parts of experience."^ In Buddhism and

Sankhya we have immediate empiricism reporting the movement

of conation below the level of sense perception. The balance of

psychic tendencies (the three gunas) is disturbed, and an eddy of

desire (a vriti), a feeling of tendency, is set up which gives rise to

sensed objects (bitddhi, "name and form").

There is no doubt that James felt his kinship with Buddhism be-

cause of this immediate empiricism by non-sensuous perception get-

ting at the basis of reality, perceiving causality or origination at

work. But Buddhism was like James in another regard also : it

discarded the unities of soul and of thing, and this was another

strong likeness. Gautama took his position for the practical end

of escaping attachment to desires and of attaining salvation from

suffering; James, to oust a spurious theory of knowledge which

had been made the basis of a pernicious metaphysical determinism.

The difference is significant for it gave James a prejudice against

expansive unities but left Gautama free. The latter denied the

soul, was non-commital about Brahma at least as to what consti-

tuted it, but he posited the unity of returning cycles.

I have been told that it is generally recognized by scholars that

Buddhism was a reaction to a more primitive mental attitude ; and

this intuition can now, I think, be set out in some detail. In the

first place the notion of dependent origination was not, as Buddhism

claims, an original contribution of Gautama, but it was a position

of primitive mind, discoverable in ancient and modern pre-civilized

races, prevalent in the vedas and the upanishads and, mingled with

some fancy, taking different forms in Gautama's day. Again the

unity of the world cycle, an essential doctrine of Buddhism, is the

^The Meaning of Truth, Preface, p. 13.
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most primitive form of unity that held the human mind as we shall

later attempt to show. So that we may find here convincing evi-

dence that both connexity (dependent origination) and widest unity

are thoroughly primitive notions. They arose with the rise of the

power of reflection but before there was any sufficient practise of

reflection upon sense forms to make it possible to explain unity as

conscious synthesis. They were grasped by Bergsonian intuition,

non-sensuous perception, and they lead us to the two inescapable

motifs of philosophy,—the principles of multiplicity and of unity

at their common source in "the deep ground of the given."

We shall point out first the quite obvious pre-Buddhistic source

of the notion of dependent origination. The formula repeats itself

in two forms in the Buddhistic sacred books and \Varren says that

"One is inclined to surmise that the full formula in its present shape

is a piece of patchwork put together of two or more that were cur-

rent in the Buddha's time."^ One need not labor the matter when

he is merely affirming that not alone in Buddhism but also in pre-

Buddhistic literature, the upanishads and the vedas, there is a con-

stant reference to the merging and flux of process as more signifi-

cant of reality than the hard outlines of perceived and conceived

forms."* The question of Gargi to Yagnavalkya carries one at once

deep!}' into the atmosphere of the upanishads. It is the question

of an inner unbroken process. She said: "O Yagnavalkya, that of

which they say that it is above the heavens, beneath the earth, em-

bracing heaven and earth, past, present and future, tell me in what

it is woven like warp and woof." He replies that it is woven like

warp and woof in the ether (space) and that the ether is woven

like warp and woof in the "Imperishable" which he calls "that

^Buddhism in Translations by H. C. Warren, Harvard Oriental Series,

p. 115.

*But while the conception of dependent origination is precisely that of

process in modern immediate empiricism, no one would affirm that Buddhistic
formulae or upanishadic description present any consistent analysis of the
flow of process. That, as consistently pursued for its own sake, is an enter-
prise of recent philosophy alone. In Indian accounts of process, fancy is

mixed with intuition in many varied ways. The purpose of Indian thought
is attained in a clear general conception of process which sets it over against
perceived and conceived separate objects and individuals (name and form) as

the source and being of these. Ancient India then turns to practical methods,
as in Yoga, to realize this basic fact by expunging the obsession of reality

that attaches to "name and form." This purp<ise operating in their analysis

vitiates it as a scientific account. For a technical Buddhistic analysis of
process in the production of an individual, see Warren, op. cit. Appendix.
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Brahman." He is speaking of the inner unified process from which

issue all forms. "By the command of that Imperishable, O Gargi,

sun and moon stand apart . . . heaven and earth stand apart . . .

what we call days and nights, half-months, months, seasons, years,

stand apart. By the command of that Imperishable, O Gargi, men
praise those who give, the Gods follow the sacrifices, the Fathers,

the Darvi-offering."-'

Understanding this "Imperishable Brahman" as inner process.

Buddhism never departed from the upanishadic position. Bud-

dism, except in one only of its forms, never denied Brahman. It

denied that atman or purusha, the individual soul, is Brahman and

it was non-committal as to what Brahman is ; but as to unified

process as the basis of all, it affirmed it: the path (of process) is

real.^ But the conception of unity retained in Buddhism is our

next topic. The present point is that process, which is the regu-

lative notion in Buddhistic philosophy, is not less prominent in the

upanishads. A list of the passages in the upanishadic literature in

which fancy plays with the derivation of "name and form" from

the deeper flux of process would not be short.''^ Moreover the merg-

ing of all separate elements of sense and intellect in a real self

(which was repudiated by Gautama) presents innumerable passages

in which a similar merging is conceived;^ being unified as self is an-

other matter. Indeed it is unified now as Self and now as Brahma,

as subjective and objective moods may alternate; and Buddhism,

as we have said, did not repudiate Brahman.

We go back another step in tracing the notion of process into

the early world. The divine fire (Agni) is conceived as real inner

process behind the outward forms, and in its operation reducing

the outward appearances to inner reality. Fire is the substantial

principle of becoming in the vedas as in Heraclitus. Men place

Agni on the altar as the augmentor of strength.^ That is to say,

the sacrificial fire turns the thing sacrificed into its inner reality

which "feeds the Gods" ; or, more expressively, "increases the

Rita," or the order of nature. "The Marruts, who give rain, the

SBrih. Up. Ill, 8, 7-12. Cf. Ill, 6.

^Yisudfjhi-Magga (chap. XVI) quoted in Warren, op. cit., p. 146.

7See, for instance Kand. Up. VI, 3, 2ff ; Brih. Up. I, 4, 6 and 7 ; I, 6, 3

;

Mund. Up. I. 1, 9: Tait. Up. II, 7.

SKath. Up. II, 4, 14. 15; Tait. Up. II, 8, 5 ; I, 1 ; Brih. Up. IV, 4, 5ff;

Mund. Up. I, 1, 9, etc., etc.

9R. V. 1, 36, 2.
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fire-tongued (lightning) incr^asers of Rita."^^ Fire is the process

of burning up the merely seeming and of increasing reality and its

order or rita. Thus also in the Greek Heraclitus. "All things are

exchanged for fire."

But the fire process is conceived as being one with the digestive

process. Agni abides in the waters, "mingled with the essence of

water," and conducts process there.^^ Agni is "deposited in all

creatures" as the digestive process.^- But in this conception the

vedas bring us at once into the mental attitude of primitive man.

The core of the primitive conception of mana is conation, a wish,

an inner doing, of which the digestive process and the process of

combustion are main instances. Hence outward change presents

no difficulties as outward objects (perceptions) arise from an inner

real process. A man can just as well shapeshift into a werewolf;

a clansman can perfectly well be a crow or an eagle-hawk. The

same mana or inner doing is there. This is the crude form in

which it was first seen that percepts are sig)is for conation and con-

cepts are functional to the ends of urgency. The yam is eaten. Its

name or form passes away in digestion but its mana is appropriated.

So the bodies of any totems digest in the stomachs of the tribes-

men; but the totem-mana is, by this very shape-shifting of outer

forms, released to replenish the mana of the clan and so of all the

clans of the tribe.

Hence the Buddhist principle of becoming, of process observed

below the level of sense-perception by immediate empiricism; and

its derivation of "name and form," of perceived and conceived ob-

jects, from this real process, is not an original conception or method,

but is inherited from primitive man. Hence when the genius of

Schopenhauer, of James, and of Bergson regarded conation as the

key by which the cosmos is to be comprehended, they may be seen

to have pierced through the sophistication of the ages and achieved

the view, in one of its aspects, which completely naive experience

(immediate empiricism) first took of itself.

i"R. V. 1, 44, 14.

iiR. V. 1, 24, 20ff.

12R. V. 1, 7, 8; 1, 95, 2; 1, 31, 7. Cf. H. H. Wilson, Rig Veda Sanhita

R. V. 1, 59, note b and passim. He speaks of Agni as "fire or natural heat

of the stoniadi wliich is the principle element in digestion,'' Cf. also R. V.

1. 44, 2; 1, 56; 1, 36, 2; 1, 45, 6, where Agni as "bearer of oblations" renders

the sacrifice into food for the Gods as the digestive process does for man.
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But the emphasis upon process in the doctrine of dependent

origination is best seen to signify the reaction of Buddhism to a

more primitive view w^hen the notion of unity which accompanies

this emphasized process is remembered. No doubt James saw his

radical empiricism as identical with Buddhism not only because of

their similar grasp of observed process, but also because they both

repudiated any real unity in the individual self. But James did not

realize how deeply the principle of unity is involved in Buddhism

in spite of its doctrine of impermanence of self and thing. It was

unfortunate that he himself carried over from his famous onslaught

on the Absolute of the transcendentalists an animus against all in-

clusive unity. ^^

He recognizes of course that process involves unity, but the

unity he finds constituent of consciousness and given in experience

is one that issues in sense experience. Beyond such narrower, prag-

matic issue, in the sphere where ideas are not verifiable in this lim-

ited way of terminating in sense, they are accountable to the will

alone. Here comes in the famous doctrine of the "will to believe"

and of the "forced option." But by the force of the controversy in

which James was contending there was excluded any consideration

of a unity large enough for these latter realms of human experi-

ence and also given in experience itself which would then itself

"force the option," and thus reveal the intrinsic presence of intelli-

gence in will and feeling, not only as an external instrument, but as

the inward principle also of fulfilment or unity.

It is illuminating to observe what Gautama does in so similar

a philosophic situation, but with so different an animus. He ex-

cludes a unity that has grown strong in the epic struggle of the

Aryan invasion of India, namely, the unity of the individual. The
upanishadic movement had also come to the realization of this sub-

jective unity. But it may be said to be recognized to-day that an

objective unity is more primitive. Men were socially conscious be-

fore they were individually conscious.^^ And it is well known that

in the social consciousness, the total cosmos was included by early

man whether or not that inclusion is original or is, as Durkheimians

i^See the present writer's article on "Immediate Empiricism and Unity,
Journal of Philosophy Vol. XXX, No. 6, Mar. 16, 1933. Also "Neutralism and
Radical Empiricism," by C. V. Tower, Journal of Philosophy, Vol. XXVIII,
p. 589.

^^Ci., e. g., W. Jerusalem, An Introduction to Philosophy, tr., C. F.
Sanders, p. 326,
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maintain, a projection of the social consciousness. The upanishadic

movement, in its vedanta tendency glories in a universal fusion,

now as Atman and, in the next breath, as Brahman, subjective and

objective unity alternating. In its sankhya tendency it sees the

prakrita, or stream of objective event, as existing for the sake of

the soul (purusha) and points to an original unity deeper than its

dualistic tendency. ^'' The purusha must see not the eddies in the

prakrita, or pradhana, but only the clear-surfaced stream, in which

it shall find itself reflected as complete unity. Thus individualism

as it arose in India's spiritual movement, was being made subordi-

nate to the ascetic ideal which Hindu life was taking on.

But Gautama in the long discipline of his powerful nature, came

to feel that the opposition between individualism and asceticism was

ineradicable. Begin with an admittedly real individualism and no

regimen can overcome it. He therefore taught that the ascription

of unity or permanence to the individual soul is the prime error of

desire or worldliness itself. The atman or purusha, when consid-

ered as permanent unity as it was universally in his day, fastens so

stoutly upon the separate individual and his special desires as to

block effectively the way of salvation.

In excluding this, however, the more primitive objective unity

was still maintained. Gautama did not repudiate Brahma ; although,

as to what constitutes it, he is non-committal as he must be when

both soul and thing are unreal. But a closer observation reveals

that there is an inevitable unity in Buddhism and a unity conceived,

as we shall find, in precisely the same way in the most primitive

world-view traceable. Just as in the Greek Heraclitus. a similar

flux or stream of dependent origination appeared in a unified cycle

which was interpreted as logos or reason; so with Gautama, when

soul and thing are both impermanent, what is real is tJie patJi^*^ and

the path is what we might call the bed of the world-C}cle. Of
course Xirvana^" is real, but Nirvana is simply the high-point in the

path, at which the deepest and most persistent aspect of the world,

namel}-, karma, ceases. Absolute unity obtains. Yet not quite ab-

solute, for a new multiplicity arises in a new flux through the cyclic

path. The inevitable nature of the path, through which a cycle

completes itself, is seen in the special means used in bringing all

'•'Cf. Hclvalkar and Ranadc, Ilistorx of Indian Philosophx, Vol. II. pp.
303 note, 307 f, 424, 425.

i"Visuddhi-Magga (chap. XVI), Warren, op. cit., p. 146.
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creatures to the four trances, in which retarded karma catches up,

when the end of a cycle is approaching.^'^ The whole path must be

covered.

The apparently inescapable unity, like that in early Greek phil-

osophy, stands aside wholly from any problem of knowledge, which

may be said to have disturbed the normal development of James'

mind. But the unity retained in Gautama is an immediate inheri-

tance from the primitive world. The concept of Brahma in its

primitive form is the ancient Indian form of mana and from the

beginning it appears as unity. ^^ It is true that we find different

individual things, a mana of this and a mana of that; and it is easy

for modern individualistic prejudice to jump to the conclusion that

we have here the conception at its source. But the fact which gives

mana its real significance is its superindividual and superparticular

nature, no matter how it may assume differing color, as it centers

in different particulars. The superindividual notion of responsi-

bility among all early men goes to the bottom of the matter. Alana

is always a superparticular focussing on a particular point. The

tension of the superindividual, binding all individuals and particu-

lars into a unity, is the escapeless notion. Not "substance," nor "dan-

ger-centering," nor "strangeness," is the definitive aspect of mana,

but rather its holding all particulars and individuals in proper place

in the unity of their tribal world.

We will here set down very briefly some illustrations of the

original force of the feeling of unity in the primitive mind. First,

the primitive attitude to death. It is simply nonsense that primi-

tive man conceived the continuation of life beyond death because

he childishly failed to mark the final nature of death's changes.^^

Modern science often blows both hot and cold in dealing with prim-

itive man. At one time his situation in the face of threatening death

is dramatically presented and the effect upon his imagination is

made to account for much. At another time it is held that he fails

to notice the changes which death entails and so his notion of con-

tinued life presents no problem. A better explanation is that a ten-

sion to unity is so immediately felt by early man that his tribe re-

I'^'Visuddhi-Magga (chap. XIII), Warren, op. cit., p. 322.

i^Cf. J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. 72; MM. Hubert et Mauss, Annee Social
VII. P. 116.

i^Cf. Cornford, op. cit., p. 161, note 3, quoting Levy-Bruhl, Fanct. ment.,

p. 358.
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mains a social life unbroken even by death that stalks him at every

turn.

The meaning of harma appears in this connection. When Bud-

dhism repudiated the permanence of the individual which primi-

tive man had not yet conceived, it was this persistent "inner do-

ing," or mana, that remained in karma, binding existence to exis-

tence across the divide of death, and persisting through tJic path to

the borders of nirz'afia. Up to this point, the "inner doing" has

been centered in particular ends. In nirvana it ceases, onl}- because

it is unified or referred to the whole. So Gautama feels that Brah-

ma, the objective unity, is not to be denied. \\'e find operative here

the same feeling of unity that makes death to primitive man only

a wavering in a unified course of life. Indeed karma is a concep-

tion that reveals unity as intrinsic to Buddhism as also to the prim-

itive world-view which Buddhism inherited. For karma is fully

understood only as the negative aspect of cosmic unity. When this

unity is denied in the seeming permanence or independence of the

particular, it draws painfully. Karma is the inner pull of cosmic

unity.

The force of the immediate feeling of unity in the primitive

mind is seen again in totemic classification. All objects that have

taken form and name in the life of totemic societies are classed

under the different totems.-" If anything is classed under a particu-

lar totem, its mana is only a focussing of the "totemic principle"

or mana of the totem which in turn is a more inclusive centering of

the total tribal cosmic mana. There is no individual conation but

it reaches out to a tcrfiimi quid which is the tensional unity of the

little tribal cosmos, itself.

Besides the superindividual responsibility, the deathless tribal

solidarity, and totemic classification, there is the fact that taboos are

not a matter of accumulation of interdictions, but their totality con-

stitutes a system with an inner unity, namely the negative ritual,

which again stands in organic relation with the positive ritual for

the total conservation of value, a matter which the present writer

has treated in another place.-^ If space permitted, much could be

said of the force of unity in the primitive world-view.

-"Cf . Durkheim ct Mauss, "Classifications primitives," Annec Social. VI

;

Durkhcim, op. cit. pp. 141 flf.

-•ly/u- Munist, July, 1933.
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When we seek to trace the form which unity first took in early

mind, we find the origin of the Buddhist cycle and of the Heracli-

tian logos. Mana, which as we have argued is process held in ten-

sion to unity—a cosmic unity of all pervading process—tends to

concentrate, permanently or occasionally, in sun, or storm, or moun-

tain-top, or social conflict. These potent centerings are sometimes

advantageous to the tribe and sometimes disadvantageous. The

same concentration may pass from good to evil, as the sun from

light and warmth to sun-stroke or a corrobori from a joy-feast to

a row. Good and evil are a first obvious division. It appears that

this division very early became fixed. The advantageous and dis-

advantageous focussings split the manistic cosmos into two consis-

tent parts. As far back as the time when the charms of the Athar-

van Veda were taking form, we find one kind of mana operated in

healing purposes and another in hostile practices (Atharva and An-

giras)." The American Iroquois distinguished orenda, operating

in religion, and oranda, operating in magic. Among the Arunta

and Loritja tribes in Australia, magic forces are distinguished as

arungquiltha from the mana of the tribal world which has already

taken the totemic divisions and resides in the churingas of the dif-

ferent totems.^^ By this time there had been perceived the obvious

division of the elements, earth, fire, air, and water.^^ Fire and air

were put with the good, as being light, warm, and dry, and earth

and water on the evil side as being dark, cold, and moist. Alale

and female fell also into the list of opposites. But through these

opposing series, process set up a cyclic motion, down on one side

and up on the other, in the Rita of India, and in the Tao of China

(the revolution of the yang and the yin). This form of unity is

also the logos of Heraclitus and the cycles of Gautama. ^-^

22Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 122.

23Durkheim, Elementary Forms of Religious Life, tr. J. W. Swain, p. 197f

.

-"*Otto Gilbert, Meteorologische Theoricn d. Griech. Altertums, chap. I,

quoted in Cornford op. cit., p. 8.

25Cornford marks this as the dike form of unity and distinguishes another
form, that of moira in which the allotment of elements rather than the bal-

anced cycle was regulative. He suggests that these determined the difference

between the two main tendencies in early Greek philosophy, the Ionian and
the Eleatic, although borrowing each from each. But he finds, nevertheless,

the unity with which each movement started, in the pre-philosophic primitive

world. See the present writer's criticism of his derivation of unity in "Primi-
tive Mental Attitude and the Objective Study of Mind," Tlie Monist, July,

1933.
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From the view-point at which we have arrived, a synthesis of

the phenomena of the primitive world takes place of itself. The

widely dilTerent theories by which these phenomena are derived

from an earlier individualism alike appear as labored. Scholarship

has shown an inevitable disposition to trace all human origins to

atomism. Though the condition actually discovered everywhere in

early life is one in which individual and particular are almost sub-

merged under forces of widest scope, they must presuppose an

earlier individualism. After mana was discovered, when it became

evident that conation or wish or inner doing is the core of the con-

ception, scientific scholars have been confirmed in their atomistic

prejudices. There was first, it is held, a mana of this and a mana
of that and later came the unifying process. But just how this is

to be conceived is nowhere made clear.

It would not be difficult to explain why such a prejudice should

have arisen. In the first place, it is essentially the sense-empiri-

cist prejudice against original unity. We have attempted to show

the force of this feeling of unity in primitive mind. Nor are we

alone in such observation. Durkheim's faithful study could not

escape it. But we will return to this in a moment. It is precisely

this unity which stirs prejudice and prevents even its own recogni-

tion in most scholars. For the writers on anthropological matters

have been of the positivistic temper of sense-empiricism. They

have presupposed a gradual evolution from animal mind, solving

problems by reflective thinking. They have usually overlooked the

tension to inclusive unity in the magico-religious mental attitude of

primitive man and have regarded the whole episode as a crazy ab-

eration somehow to be explained away. On the other hand, the

philosophers of "the great tradition" have not expected to find an

ally, and especially not a corrective, in so backward a stage of de-

velopment. They have been too confident of their own position to

become alive to the evidence here of an inclusive unitv in mind im-

mediately given and ofl^ering a wholly empirical position on which

to establish the most significant position in their philosophy—that

of unity. They were too long content with a unity derived by way
of solution of the problem of knowledge or of the problem of sub-

stance, too readily accepting and using it as a basis for ardent specu-

laion withf)ut further urgency to probe to the "deep ground of the

given." The actual research in primitive anthropology was carried
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on by men given to the method of analysis and profoundly distrust-

ing all evidence of original unities.

Even Durkheim, when his thoroughgoing studies of primitive

man led to the necessary recognition of this fact of a tension to

unity in primitive mental attitude, felt himself under necessity to

derive this unity from a previous multiplicity. The profoundly

significant part he finds it playing, nevertheless, not only for prim-

itive, but also for all sociological phenomena, convinces him of its

reality. It is a being sui generis; it is a unity indissoluble; it yields

the forms of religion, ethics, and knowledge, and the force of all

progress. The inspiration of the master's writings and the enthu-

siasm of his followers both have their rise in this Durkheimian so-

cial unity, which was first discovered, in following out his method

of "historical criticism," in the mental attitude of primitive man.

Starting out with idealistic monism as a foil, Durkheim is moved

to inexhaustible enthusiasm when he discovers an empirical unity

large enough to form the basis of a sociological system of thought.

Nevertheless, by virtue of his positivistic heritage, he is obliged to

derive it from a previous multiplicity. It arose from an efferves-

cence in which individuals, previously held together in a horde by

merely mechanical bonds of similarity, after having first been sepa-

rated into lesser groups by some shock, are brewed into an organic

unity.^^ But since he makes mana first appear as social continuum,

logically, it should be conceived first as inclusive unity and later as

individualized. Indeed the derivation of a mana of this and a mana

of that under an original unity presents no difficulty. But this

school also reveals an inevitable tendency to go from the particu-

lar to the general, without however clearly working the matter out.-^

Indeed when Durkheim derives his society sui generis from previ-

ous individuals as such he asks what seems to the positive empiri-

cist an unanswerable question, "for whence could it otherwise

come ?"^^

There is another notable place where the retarding force of

^^La division dn travail.

27Durkheitn, throughout EJoii. Forms, speaks of the totemic principle, or

mana of the clan, as original and the inclusive mana of the tribe as derived

although much of his evidence points in the other direction. Compare also

Cornf ord's treatment of the matter : op. cit., p. 85.

28"Les representations individuelles et les representations sociales," Revue
Metaphysique (1898), p. 295.
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historic empiricism is seen in a spirit similarly sensitive to the sig-

nificance for philosophy of an indissoluble unity. We refer again

to the philosophy of William James, ^^'hen he found a complete

integration of interests guaranteed as an absolute moral standard

bv the presence of a sentiment sui goicris-^ he assumed that that

sentiment was derived through a process of judgement. He con-

sidered it merely as holding logically. That it should be the issue

of a unity given in mind lay beyond consideration.^"

We have now perhaps the means at hand to strengthen the sug-

gestion made in the introduction of this paper that immediate or

radical empiricism may turn out to be the view of common sense

not in its modern sophisticated form but in its primitive truly in-

genuous form. Since it was too naive for any animus, it may

prove itself a touchstone to empiricism in our own time. Imme-

diate empiricism, turning out to be identical with Buddhism in a

more complete way than James apprehended, may have to awaken

to its own immediate feeling of unity which Buddhism inherited

from the primitive world.

There certainly \vas a time when reflective mind emerged in

the planet and, how^ever much intra- and extra-organic factors may

have operated in its production,^^ it was a biological and not a so-

ciological event. It is a matter of heredity whatever may come to

be the ultimate conception of heredity. It would, of course,

be at first completely ingenuous, reacting to its situations faithfully,

according to its own inner form, w^ithout the slightest reflection on

its self or its methods. Now the mental attitude of non-civilized

man has perforce been studied by a thoroughly objective method,

observing his magico-religious beliefs and behavior. I say "per-

force" because w^e have only deposits from prehistoric periods ; and,

for our "savage" contemporaries, seldom a "philosopher" among

them has power to conceive the meaning inherent in the ways of

his people. This is because what gives their mental attitude a con-

sistent meaning, a meaning which determined the initial concep-

tions of historic philosophy in whatever land it occurred, is an in-

ner form, felt, or given in immediate empiricism, and not an overt

rational synthesis. One might say that there should be a warning

^^IVill to Believe ami Other Essays, p. 188.

^''"Moral Inwardness" by the present writer, The Moiiist, Jan. '32.

^'Cf. K. B. Holt, Animal Drizr and the Learning Process, chap. II, III,

IV. F. S. C. Northrop, Science and lurst Pri)icil'les, chap. IV.
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to present-day objective students of mind that unity gets its per-

sistency in philosophy, not merely from the escapeless presence

of the logical subject imputing its unity also to the objective world,

but from a deeper source,—in the fact that the conception of unity

initial in philosophy in every tradition is now by trust-worthy evi-

dence traced to the primitive world view. The natural presumption

would be that it is original there. In another place we have argued

that the attempted derivation of it from a primary multiplicity is

not successful. In this paper we have presented evidence that it is

given in feeling—in immediate perception.

Indeed it is sufficient to demonstrate, almost, the immediate per-

ception of unity in the mind to recall how, when the world was still

young and individualism was no such rank growth as in the mod-

ern world, a whole polytheism of individual gods was, under the

feeling of unity, fused into "henotheism," and the old primitive

unity of brahman, reinstated easily, became a metaphysical Abso-

lute. Similarly in Greece the individual gods were repudiated and

philosophy returned to cosmic unity—the all-water, the apeiron,

the number unity, the one fire. The Hebrews came quickly to a

conception of a social unity, the "Kingdom of God," and of a

moral cosmos.

Indeed it could be shown perhaps that, when in epic barbarism

the pole of multiplicity first began to assert itself powerfully as a

dominating individualism, the superior force of the feeling of unity

inherited in the rising schools of thought from the primal world,

so subordinated the particular and the individual, or closed them

out from consideration as real, that philosophy was started upon

the "high abstract path,"—an error, perhaps inescapable, but one

the correction of which has engaged the human spirit throughout

the history of philosophy. The acknowledgement of the two poles

of mind in mutual relation, multiplicity and unity, immediately

given to non-sensuous perception may be approaching. Thus will

be achieved the real basis or the inclusive form for the structure

of thought and of value. But this paragraph should be expanded

into a very long essay.



GOETHE'S SIGXIFICAXCE FOR THE
PRESENT CENTURY*
JAMES TAFT HATFIELD

AN adequate treatment of this theme impHes a full grasp of

Goethe's totality, a real perception of the world's problems,

and the possession of some formula for solving them—a demand

which might well tax the powers of a ]\Iiltonian archangel.

The Summer-Number of the Yale Review, issued from New
Haven, Connecticut, and edited by that eminent statesman, Wilbur

L. Cross, contains a notable article by Thomas Mann. A superficial

reading of this contribution might leave the impression that ]Mann

has fixed upon Goethe the stigma of that most "blighting of all epi-

thets, bourgeois. I believe that this is the first time that Goethe has

been described as essentially "middle-class." If we accept the or-

dinary, rather than the strictly Marxian, connotation of "bourgeois,"

we think of a smug acceptance of custom, a longing for fat com-

forts, the lack of a sense of honor and respect for spiritual values,

a narrow common-sense, coupled with a tendenc}' to be governed

by cheap sentiment rather than by reason. From such a charge we
(and, I think, ]\Iann, also) would at once acquit our subject. ]\Iann's

chief onus rests on the charge that Goethe defended society, and

was poisoned by romantic susceptibilities. I believe he would never

have applied that damning adjective, were Germany not sunk to a

deep level of misery and despair, and fairly spoiling for a cata-

clysm ; for some desperate escape from utter strangulation. It can

look only toward violence—and Heaven knows we have had enough

of that!

Every nation needs a "jDerfect" hero—and Goethe has under-

gone the doom of beatification—but his personality is a pyramid

built on too broad a base to be overturned. Certain unique per-

sonages, like "the primal duties," "shine aloft like stars"; their

"Laurels are evergreen, and not to be blasted." Diflferent parties

may fight each other to the death on literary questions, but they

unite in reverence for this great leader. It is much like the

('Memorial Address dclis-crcd at the General Meeting of the Modern Language Association of

America, at Yale University, December 30, 1932)
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case in music, where the bitterest enemies pay common homage to

Beethoven, or, in sculpture, where various schools agree to pause

at any moment in their warfare, to admit the supreme achievements

of ancient Greek art. Even Thomas Mann cannot speak of him

except with love, and that prince of debunkers, Professor du Bois

Reymond, called him "der tiefe Ergrvinder und kluge Berater des

menschlichen Herzens"; and his works, "ein Fittig zum Plug in

die Gefilde des ewig Wahren und Schdnen."

In estimating Goethe's Significance for the Present Century, we,

as a body of language-specialists, may well begin with his influence

in the field of letters. The plague of our present age is the crude,

swinish naivete of neurotic neologists—even our most venerated

monthlies occasionally go Police Gazette. "Art," says Thomas

Mann, "should offer what is healthy and full of zest." In his calm

maturity, Goethe observed : "Folks are beginning to call the presen-

tation of high-minded acts and feelings tame, and they are trying

their hand at all sorts of crazy experiments. They call this sort of

thing piquant." For young writers he demanded "an ethical foun-

dation, and higher purpose." "The inner content of the object to

be elaborated is the beginning and end of art;" "I pay all honor to

rhyme and rhythm, but the really deep and effective, the truly for-

mative and inspiring part of a poet's w^ork is that which remains

after it has been translated into prose ;" "all talent is wasted if it

be spent on an unworthy object." "Das Richtige ist nicht sechs

Pfennige wert, wenn es weiter nichts zu bringen hat."

He went through the whole process : in Werthcr, "Say what you

will, any observance of rules will utterly destroy the real feeling

for Nature, and the real expression of Nature":—and, in later life:

Nature and Art seem ofttimes to be foes.

But, ere we know it, join in making peace

;

My own repugnance, too, has come to cease.

And each an equal power attractive shows.

Let us but make an end to dull repose

;

When Art we serve in toil without release.

Through stated hours, absolved from vain caprice,

Nature once more within us freely glows.

All culture, as I hold, must take this course;

Unbridled spirits ever strive in vain

Perfection's radiant summit to attain.
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\\'ho seeks great ends must straitly curb his force

:

In narrow bounds the Master's skill shall show,
And only Law true Freedom can bestow.

As Goethe remarked to Henry Crabb Robinson : "W'erther praised

Homer while he was in his senses, and Ossian while he was going

mad." As a prophet of Hellenism. Goethe approaches our dearest

American heritage, the Great New England Tradition. "Ancient

literature is not classical because it is old," said he, "but because it

is strong, fresh, joyful, and wholesome." There can be no develop-

ment of sound culture without historical foundations, and a degree

of historic continuity. Our time cultivates an ephemeral w'himsi-

cality in letters as in its furniture—compared with self-respecting

Colonial designs.

^^'hom should I meet in Rome but a Chinaman ! All of its build-

ings,

Ancient and modern, he deemed heavy, oppressive, and dull.

"Pitiful creatures!" sighed he, "not knowing our structures of

beauty

:

Slender pillars of wood, holding a roof like a tent

;

Lattice, and cardboard, and gilding, with intricate carvings and

colors

:

These are the things that delight natures refined and mature!"

—There, thought I, is the type of many an arrogant dreamer,

Who, with his airy conceits, ventures to challenge and flout

Nature's solid pattern ; and all that is wholesome and normal

Brands as sickly—that he, sickly himself, may seem sound!

His artistry was gained by slow and laborious accretion: "Every

bo)i mot that I utter costs me a purse-full of gold."

Some w'ords as to Goethe's ideals in Education would seem per-

tinent before this gathering: his appeal to hearty enthusiasm; his

hostility to factual Gradgrinds ; his demand for feeling, as well as

thinking; his firm holding to sentiment as against cheap sentimental-

ity ; his insistence on that Zucht which has almost evaporated from

our modern w^orld—but this matter is too large for discussing here,

and calls for volumes for its presentation. Moreover, these vol-

umes have already been written.

The emergent and insistent issue of the Present Century is the

Social Problem

—

in qua me confiteor mcdiocritcr esse ifersatum. It

is pretty clear to everyone that we are

Wandering between two worlds, one dead,

The other powerless to be born

—
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and that a tragic struggle is going on for a revaluation of enthusi-

asms. "Production has the mastery over man, instead of being

controlled by him." The great desideratum is sane thinking.

Goethe's world-wisdom was built on deep foundations. As Prof.

Miinsterberg said, "God and man, nature and the mind, law and

freedom, science and art, religion and history, social questions and

ethics, were within the range of his earnest study." Goethe sensed,

as far as his age permitted, the pathological conditions of our time:

He took the suffering human race.

He read each wound, each weakness clear;

And struck his finger on the place,

And said: Thou ailest here, and here!

How up-to-date sound his words to Eckermann: "Of pure sim-

plicity, not a trace :—Young people are aroused far too soon, and

at once whirled into the maelstrom of the times. Money and speed

are what the world admires, and for which everyone is keen. Rail-

roads, rapid postal service, steamships and all possible facilities for

communication are the things which the world uses to develop it-

self too hastily, and thereby to stick fast in mediocrity." Our futile

and vulgar passion for the Bigger and Better; our speed to get no-

where; the noise and glare of life, have led to a cheapening of all

humane values, and to the rule of barbarity—that barbarity whose

essence, according to Goethe, is, "dass man das Vortreffliche nicht

anerkennt." On the one hand, wolfish hunger, cold, unemployment

—on the other, Rheingold-trains, new palatial ocean-liners. Grand

Hotels, the insolent self-assertion of towering sky-scrapers, the ir-

responsible squanderings of Hollywood. "Magnificent buildings and

rooms," said Goethe, "are utterly repugnant to me. In a magnifi-

cent apartment, such as I had in Karlsbad, I found myself imme-

diately lazy and inactive." Billions for cement-highways and new
cars; gladiatorial combats of foot-ball; radio-cities, men-of-war,

fleets of air-ships ; determined organized minorities seizing society

by the throat ; demagogues and political charlatans
;
popular maga-

zines, with their confused vomit of text and advertisements, and

their "continued on page 318;" the intolerance of variation and new
ways of thought; the screaming for publicity and promotion (in

which Goethe never took part)—all these things are with us, and

of us.

Goethe, as Mr. Fife has happily expressed it, is the prophet "of
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a free and self-contained individualism." This he harmonized

with grandiose ideals for Society, as a whole. For him, the first

step in social progress was the shattering of the fetters of human

stupidity. A deadly standardization was repugnant : "many things

can and must maintain a place in our midst which would greatly

like to put each other out of business." Like Klopstock and Words-

worth, he experienced a bitter disillusion concerning the French

Revolution, when it was plain that the old evils had come back,

under a new disguise. He came, finally, to the preaching of a new

Social Order: "Let not the solitary man think that he can accom-

plish anything!" If our present civilization breaks down anywhere,

it is in the failure to accept collective responsibility. "The new,

socialized world, the world of planning and cooperation will come,"

says Thomas ]\Iann. JMr. Hoover deplores anything that will "de-

stroy the traditional American system."

Our little systems have their day

;

They have their day and cease to be.

America, in its development, destroyed a very venerable traditional

British system—the whole territory of human history is an Ariccian

Forest

:

Those trees in whose grim shadow
The ghastly priest doth reign.

The priest who slew the slayer,

And shall himself be slain.

Goethe turned from the ideal of sheer individvialism to that of a

community and of cooperation. The chaotic twaddle which makes

the bulk of the Wanderjahre contains rich grains of purest gold re-

fined. It points to a Universal Ethical League of Nations; to a so-

ciety without sharp cleavage, or a war of interests; to the husband-

ing and coordination of all the resources of Nature. "Every under-

taking," remarks Goethe, "is beset by so man\' obstacles that it re-

quires the whole force of an individual, in fact, that of various per-

sons, in order to arrive at a desired goal." Property is to be of no

more importance than common possessions : labor to be carried on

to the sound of music, and with gay festivities.

In tile field of practical politics, we notice that the fine frenzies

of Sturm und Drang were tempered by years of devoted service to

the State of Weimar, and the study of the serene Greek spirit.
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Herman Grimm said: "He always considered his civic duties as

the highest and most binding, and unreservedly put all other sub-

jects of thought and action into a secondary place." He recognized,

however, that one can exercise worthy influence in other fields : "If

a poet," said he, shortly before his death, "has exerted himself

throughout his entire life to fighting detrimental prejudices, to re-

moving narrow-minded views, to enlightening the soul of his na-

tion, to purifying its taste, to ennobling its ways of thought and

mind—what better could he have done, and how could he show

himself a better patriot?" Goethe was against violence as a means

of political reform, and had a horror of demagogic agitation and

half-baked doctrinaires
—

"das Absurde der Welt-und Staatesver-

besserung." Steadiness, persistence, vigilance were his path to bet-

terment. He regarded personal liberty as a Germanic ideal—which

had many noble fruits, and led to many absurdities. "Freedom"

he defined as the unimpeded exercise of one's personal capacities

:

"all that sets the soul free, without giving us self-mastery, is de-

structive." He, like Uhland, held that

Der Dienst der Freiheit ist ein strenger Dienst.

The quintessence of all republican virtue was to him the ability to

make sacrifices. "I am always in favor of strict adherence to law:

he who cannot learn how to submit to laws, should withdraw from

the territory where they prevail."

Parasitic politics had no place in his world : his political religion

was founded on principles, not on self-seeking. He was distinctly

hostile to party-aims and party-slogans. He recognized envy as

the vice of republics : "whenever anything significant is proposed,

straightway appears in its path the commonplace, the opposition."

"We never hear more talk about liberty," said he, "than when one

party wishes to reduce the other to utter subjection." Goethe

frankly challenged the standards of the masses : mob-dictatorship,

he held, meant the destruction of human culture. In Die Auf-

geregten he pointed out the excesses of both sides in the class-strug-

gle. "Nothing is more odious than the majority—for it consists of

a few energetic leaders, of pliable rogues, of weak individuals, who

can take any color, and of the great mass which trundles along

without the slightest idea of what it is all about"; "the majority is

easy-going, and falsehood is always an easier thing than truth." In

short, he leaned toward an enlightened despotism—though he would
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place final state-decisions in the hands of a majority of chosen rep-

resentatives. He perceived that political leadership often meant no

more than to exploit the ignorance and weakness of the masses.

"State-leadership," he said, "is a very exalted function, which calls

for a complete and towering personality." Most "leaders" were

concerned with merely mechanical obligations : the State should be

an organism for securing the highest possible culture for the indi-

vidual and for the entire body politic.

The State should make itself secure against attacks from with-

out, but aim at no conquest or control of other nations: its func-

tion was the protection of labor, and self-development (I am pleased

to note that Thomas Mann has recently advised the Japanese to

follow Goethe in their political ideals.) "International relations

have no firm basis in morals or law," said he ; "one should transcend

nationalit}', and feel for the happiness and sorrows of one's neigh-

bors as though they were one's own." It must not be overlooked

that Goethe combined theoretical speculation with practical ef^ciency

—for which du Bois Reymond criticised him, claiming that he

should have stuck to the things of the spirit. Such interests as the

construction of great public works, the promotion of schools, char-

itable institutions, roads, buildings, lay close to his heart. He did

not lightly forget

. . . dass hier die Welt
So manch Geschopf in Erdenfesseln halt.

His definition of Democracy agreed with that of ]\Iazzini (which

seems to me better, even, than Lincoln's) : "The progress of all

through all, under the leadership of the best and wisest." At pres-

ent we seem to be under a Government of Parties, by Parties, and

for Parties.

Ethical positions are doubtless more important than political or

economic programs. In sex-ethics, it may be conceded that Goethe,

like Grover Cleveland, and other great public servants, did not al-

ways illustrate the mandates of the Sermon on the ]\Iount. Perhaps

this matter. is not particularly relevant in the discussion of our gen-

eral subject. At any rate, he declared : "Wo ich aufhore, sittlich zu

sein, hahe ich keine Gewalt mehr." He praised restrained, wedded

hapi)iness as an ideal, and in the U'andcrjahrc offered a symbolic

picture of sanctified family-life.
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"To me," said he, "the only things that count are culture and

barbarism." By "culture" he meant not embellishment or prestige,

but the fullest and freest expression of human capacities. The

path ascended from the Useful, to the Truthful, to the Beautiful.

"Denken und Tun, das ist die Summe aller Weisheit." His reliance

was not upon an idealized humanity, but on sustained, purposeful

activity. "We must strive to translate all that is in us into deter-

mined action." "Do faithfully and enthusiastically your nearest

duty to Society each day." "The efficient man is the one who stirs

all about him to creative activity." "We are of account only in so

far as we are able to meet the needs of others in a regular and trust-

worthy way" (a marked contrast to the confident defiance of the

Internationale, "We have been nought, we shall be All !"). "Resolut

zu lehen!—aware of the preciousness of time, and exploiting every

minute ; ohne Hast, ohne Rast; he even suspended the reading of

newspapers : "One is concerned only with doings of other people,

and neglects his own immediate duties." This fidelity never tired.

In advanced years, still the firm purpose : "Solange es Tag ist, wol-

len wir den Kopf schon ohen halten." "I can say that in those

things which Nature assigned me as my daily task I have allowed

myself no repose by day or night, and have granted myself no di-

versions, but have always striven, and investigated, and achieved,

as well and as fully as I have been able."

Personal life is a work of art, to be wrought out as severely as

an epic. "The first duty on this earth is to size up the career which

Fate has determined for us, and to limit our wishes to this." The

height of ethics is to love that which one has prescribed for his

own good. Goethe adhered to the thesis of that engaging medieval

blue-stocking, Hrotsvith of Gandersheim: homo animal capax dis-

ciplinae. This discipline and renunciation is the substitute for that

rush for excitement which marks the Present Century, "Life, when

lived well, is always militant and victorious." "Ich basse alle

Pfuscherei wie die Siinde." This doctrine of regularity, and firm

principles; of order and honest completion of tasks is as old as the

universe

:

Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong;
And the most ancient heavens, through Thee,

are fresh and strong.

To his other doctrines must be added that of Anmut, as opposed to
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ruthless, selfish utilitarianism—most particularly a lesson for our

American people—and the severe loyalty to Truth

:

Harmful Truth! I prefer thee still to Error that's helpful:

Truth is able to heal all of the pain it inflicts.

The plausible, accommodating Lavater received the shattering ver-

dict : "Die ganz strenge Wahrheit war nicht seine Sache." Of

Platen he said : "He has many brilliant characteristics, but he lacks

Love, and so he will never achieve all of which he is capable."

Gentle toward the erring, kindly toward sinners, humane toward

the inhuman, Goethe represents Aristotle's "^^lagnanimous ]Man."

I would add some words about Goethe's Religion—were I not

aware that such a discussion violates that massive, concrete-rein-

forced, open-hearth-steel, ascoloy-metal-coated, 24-bolted, bevel-

ended, wedge-blocked Taboo which exists in regard to taking this

subject into account in a scientific survey: O, riiJire, ri'ihrc )ncht

daran! It is in no spirit of bravado that I approach this parlous

theme :

—

L'entreprise, sans doute, || est grande et perilleuse,

J'attaque sur son trone || une reine orgueilleuse.

Professor William ]\IcDougall contends that "the wide distribution

in time and space of a taboo of any kind affords a strong presump-

tion of its positive value," and I would not offend good taste, nor

pain the sensibilities of those who hold, with Natalis Alexander:

Via regia, hoc est Apostolica fides et Sanctorum Patriun doctrina

—but I confess to some sympathy with the wrathful snort of Grand-

ma, in Miss Lidu Bett: "Don't you Sh-h-h-h me!". "A social in-

stitute that is too fragile to be discussed, seems doomed to be

broken." How am I to carry out my commission, if I ignore so

vital a factor? Did I not recently insist that two distinguished

German visitors should make a long journey to Evanston, to attend

divine service in its Methodist Cathedral, in order to witness the

crowning exhibition of the high civilization of that academic com-

munity ?

In a word. Goethe leaned to the secular, and crashed the rusted

gates of established doctrines; he refused to recognize that divorce

between reason and faith which marks the Present Century. Vener-

able institutions,

Im Nebelalter jung geworden,
Im W'ust von Rittcrtum and Pfiift'erei,
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are doing many good works—apart from the solidity of their foun-

dations or the authority of their sanctions. The "impending Mil-

lenium," for example, is still announced, as it has been at short

intervals, for twenty centuries—though its ever-reiterated "impen-

dence" is of a sort which could not be sent through the United States

Mails without danger of prosecution under the Postal Laws. Person-

ally, I feel that in these matters the future points rather to Goethe or

Gibbon, than to Newman, or the Rev. Dr. William A. Sunday.

Goethe set little value on inferiority-virtues : "It would hardly be

worth while to reach the age of seventy, if all the wisdom of this

world is foolishness with God." To every claim for long-suffering

he would oppose some contrasting virile activity. As The Baal

Shem observed, "No man should bend his mind on not doing sin:

his day should be too full of joyous service." In the Struggle for

Spiritual Existence, Goethe gave a high place to Ehrfurcht: "Re-

ligion," he affirmed, "is a powerful thing in its own right, and by

it degraded and suffering humanity has again and again brought it-

self up to higher levels ;" "I'm perhaps the only Christian today,

though you would make me out a heathen." He clung pretty close-

ly to historical Christianity and its primal concepts, as exalted and

enduring. He believed in Assisting Grace, and that we are saved

not only by our own strength, but by the cooperation of everlasting

Love; and that

. . . men may rise on stepping-stones

Of their dead selves to higher things.

Prayer should be for "great thoughts and a pure heart," rather than

for material boons ; immortality is to be considered, not because of

"some legend," but from the nature of things.

We have, perhaps, an unreasoning feeling that great qualities

should approve themselves in great living—and Goethe, in his serene

old age, did not fail this test. His Jupiter-like figure, as of a being

from a higher world, untouched by earthly sorrows, radiated dig-

nity and power. His eye shone with the life and fire of the spirit;

his voice was full and resonant, his memory did not lapse, nor did

his activities abate. He kept up his helpful interest in the theater,

which he could no longer attend; he read largely, notably from

Walter Scott, for whom he had a deep admiration. "Ich leide oft

an Beschwerden des Unterleibs, allein der geistige Wille und die
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Kraft des obern Teils halten mich im Gange." After a passing

stroke, he set himself, with all his powers, to finishing the Fourth

Act of Faust, and the concluding volume of Dichtung und IFaJirheit.

He was the adviser of leaders and princes, surrounded by

. . . that which should accompany old age,

As honor, love, obedience, troops of friends.

When the end came, he made no humble confession ; received

no extreme unction—but passed away in calm majesty, like a

Charlemagne, seated on his marble throne of state.



THE VARYING INFLUENCE OF THE ORIENT
ARTHUR E. CHRISTY

THE casual observer usually is of the opinion that when Occi-

dentals have been attracted by anything Oriental, it has been

as an ephemeral fad or as a touch of exotic adornment. The dis-

dain of the West for the East is deeply ingrained. This is due

primarily to two influences : the assumption of superiority because

of material advancement and the traditional exclusiveness of nom-
inal Christianity. But as the world grows smaller the West is be-

coming aware of many realities. Since the World War, Occidentals

have been driven to atijust their flat sympathies to a round world,

and to consider the men and civilizations on the underside of the

oceans. Industrially, politically, artistically and religiously, we are

engaged with the Oriental problem.

The evidences of this Orient-mindedness are everywhere evi-

dent. The daily press gives accounts of the progress of Gandhi's

campaign in India, and the silent cotton mills of England bear mute
testimony to its effectiveness. Japan, using the West's favorite

militarist methods, has given the statesmen of Washington, London,

Paris, and Geneva many sleepless nights. Thus our material well-

being and peace seem to be at the mercy of the Orient. If Gandhi

and his ideas, and Manchuria, seem to be remote from American

life, consider the facts that Chinese and Japanese bric-a-brac may
today be purchased over the counter of Woolworth stores, and that

the odor of incense which once burned only before the images of

Buddha in far-off, silent shrines permeates the atmosphere of gift-

shops that line Main Street. Furthermore, one of the most popu-

lar radio features of the day is a Hindu wizard who nightly exhorts

a vast multitude to buy Beechnut chewing gum. Even Lao Tsu
and Confucius have of late gone on the air to the accompaniment

of an American orchestra playing pseudo-Oriental music. In our

literature there is no less evidence of the influence of the East.

Novels and stories that have a romantic Oriental setting, a Chinese

villain, or a Hindu magician, are not to be numbered in scores and
hundreds, but in thousands. Our poetry-makers have but recently

abandoned the habit of experimenting with the hokku and the tanka

forms, and of imitating the imagistic style of Li Po and Tu Fu.
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A serious study could well be made of the movement which started

with Ezra Pound and Amy Lowell, and which might be said to in-

clude \\'itter Bynner and Adelaide Crapsey, a movement whose

vestal fires were fondly tended and fed with Oriental fuel by Har-

riet Alonroe. In the religious philosophy of the West the influences

of the Orient are no less evident. We hear of the strong appeal

Taoism has made to German intellectual youth. Wendell Thomas
in Hinduism Invades America discloses the effectiveness of the

teachings of Indian swami. And books by such eminent European

scholars as Rudolf Otto's Mysticism East and JVest and W. S.

Urquhart's The Vedanta and Modern Thought, indicate that in a

very real sense Orientalism has been added to the conventional aca-

demic humanities and is coloring the thinking of a large portion

of the intelligent laity of the West.

Several decades ago, Josiah Royce is reported to have remarked

jocosely as he passed the home of a Cambridge matron who had

invited friends to hear a swami, "Here do the heathen rage and the

women imagine a vain thing." Today there are few metropolitan

newspapers which do not print notices of meetings of Oriental cults

among the Sunday religious announcements. To be sure, the attend-

ants at these gatherings often are mentally unemployed dowagers

who enjoy nothing more than the novelty of contemplating navels

in icense-filled salons, or religious vagrants who fortnightly cross

the threshold of a new cult. But though we may scoff at the mental

calibre of many adherents of Orient-inspired cults and recognize

the fact of a canny commercial sense in the leaders of these cults,

we cannot ignore the truth that the religious soil of America seems

most fertile for Oriental seed. There are just as many reasons to

believe that the audiences of swami are spiritually hungr}' as to con-

clude in an off-hand manner that the devil has found more amuse-

ment for idle minds.

The truth of the matter is that since the seventeenth century the

Occidental has discovered the wealth of the Indies, material or

spiritual, as he needs it. There are outstanding historical instances

in which the proverbial incompatibility between the East and West

seem to have been entirely non-existent. Take as typical instances

the dominating world-view of the eighteenth and the nineteenth

centuries. During the latter century, the romanticists viewed the

universe much as Sankara and Buddha viewed it, and we find that
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the Vedanta made an appreciable contribution to Occidental think-

ing. The temper of the eighteenth century was essentially differ-

ent. Except for rare instances when mystics dreamed in solitude,

the dominating rationalism of this period precluded sympathy with

the teaching of ancient India. The practical nature of Confucian-

ism and things Chinese made an appeal, however, and we find that

the Orientalism of the eighteenth century is primarily related to

chinoiserie

.

One needs only to remind himself of the philosophical contro-

versies between the Sensationalists and the Intuitionalists to realize

how neatly an ancient Chinese mystic castigated the majority of

the Confucian school who lived largely by the data of the senses

alone, when he referred to them as summer insects that denied the

existence of ice. There is nicety in the manner this metaphor de-

scribes typical eighteenth century rationalism. The romantic re-

action was in one sense an attempt to add a dimension to life, to

add seasons to the ephemeral existence of man. Men turned to

explore the depths long before plumbed by the Hindu sages ; and

when they did so, they discovered remarkable parallels in the con-

clusions. With these discoveries came a broadening of the bases

of idealistic thought. This was particularly true in America.

No more suggestive proof of this fact can be offered than to

refer to a passage in Romain Rolland's Prophets of the New India.

"It would be a matter of deep interest to know exactly how far the

American spirit has been impregnated, directly or indirectly, by the

infiltration of Hindu thought during the nineteenth century," wrote

Holland, "for there can be no doubt that it contributed to the strange

moral and religious mentality of the modern United States. ... I

do not know whether any historian will be found to occupy himself

seriously with the question. It is nevertheless a psychological prob-

lem of the first order, intimately connected with the history of our

civilization." The context in which this passage appears gives

prominence to Emerson and some members of his transcendental

circle who were deeply interested in the Orient.

Although the space at our disposal prohibits extensive discus-

sion of the problem Romain Rolland suggests, it is possible, I think,

to describe briefly the mood which welcomed strange Hindu doc-

trines in an America still predominantly Calvinistic. I find this

mood expressed in a letter which Emerson wrote to his aunt, Mary
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Moodv Emerson, on October 16, 1823. The letter will be found in

Cabot's Memoir. Young Emerson had not yet reached his majority.

"I have a catalogue of curious questions that have long been accu-

mulating, to ask you. ... I ramble among doubts to which my rea-

son offers no solution," the boy confided. Books, he wrote, seemed

old and dull and unsatisfactory. He wished an answer from a liv-

ing witness and faithful lover of the mysteries of Providence. Such

an answer, could he procure it, would seem of more worth than all

the books of all the centuries. "Now what is the good end an-

swered," ran the first question, "in making these mysteries to puzzle

all analysis?" \\'as not the ordinary effect of an unexplicable

enigma opposition, ridicule, and bigoted scepticism? After all, was

one to be driven to the conclusion that the universe, great and glor-

ious in its operation, aimed "at the sleight of the mountebank who

produces a wonder among the ignorant by concealing the causes of

unexpected effects?" Emerson admitted that his questions were

youthful, starting "in the infancy of inquiry," but he was mature

enough to know that they were also "the longest stumbling-blocks

in philosophy's way."

But these were only general queries. There were a host of

specific problems that baffled him, and we do well to consider them

also. What weapons had Aunt Mary prepared in active meditations

against the problem of evil? What became of a slave, born in

chains, beaten and toiling incessantly, ignorant of virtue and never

practising it, who died cursing God and man? Was his lot eternal

darkness because he had lived in the shadow of death on earth?

And what of the millions of the worldly and impure, born upon

earth generation after generation, never coming up to the best rules

of human virtue. They could not possibly find favor in the spirit-

ual world toward which they were traveling. "How is it, then,

that a Benevolent Spirit persists in introducing onto the stage of

existence millions of new beings in incessant series to pursue the

same wrong road and consummate the same tremendous fate?"

As to the old knot of human liberty,
—

"our Alexanders still ait its

Gordian twines." Then came the "Scotch Goliath, David Hume
. . . this uncircumcised," but where was the strippling who could

stand before him and with adroit wit prove the existence of the uni-

verse and its Founder? The years had produced a long, dull proces-

sion of reasoners ; they challenged the awful shade to duel and struck
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the air. Daily the youthful inquirer was referred to his own feel-

ings as a triumphant refutation of the "glazed lies of this deceiver,"

but never would he feel safe till he had a "victorious answer set

down in impregnable propositions."

Now Emerson had known something of the Orientals before

he wrote this letter, but it was not until some time after its writing

that he turned avidly to the sacred books of the Hindus. Hume
ruled the Occidental world with his Sensationalist philosophy.

Emerson discovered in the Hindus a corroboration of his instinc-

tive reactions and the "impregnable propositions" which helped him

to refute, satisfactorily for himself at least, the "glazed lies" of the

arch-deceiver of his time. In my recent study entitled The Orient

in American Transcendentalism I have attempted to discuss in de-

tail the uses Emerson, Thoreau, and Alcott made of Oriental

thought. I therefore do not pause to analyse the issues again. Our

present purpose will be attained by the briefest suggestion of the

answers the Hindus gave to the questions Emerson asked of his

Aunt Mary.

The doctrine of the Over-Soul, a unique analogue to the con-

cept of Brahma as the substrate of the universe, became for Emer-

son the "impregnable proposition" which he searched for in youth,

a principle in which all contradiction was solved. In elucidation

note these passages from his writings : "Wherever is life, wher-

ever is God, there the Universe evolves itself as from a center to

its boundless irradiation." And again, "Whoever therefore ap-

prehends the infinite,—and every man can,—brings all worth and

significance into that spot of space where he stands, though it be a

ditch, a potato field, a work-bench." Not long ago Mr. Gilbert K.

Chesterton, an able spokesman for those who conceive of the uni-

verse as composed of three distinct and separate entities, God, man,

and matter, attempted to impale all absolute idealists with the poser

"Is Piccadilly Circus God ?" Emerson faced the same type of crit-

icism and as early as 1834 wrote in his Journal: "What is there

of the divine in a load of bricks? What is there of the divine in a

barber's shop? Much. All." Elsewhere he exclaimed: "God is

the substratum of all souls. Is not that the solution of the riddle?"

It was—for Emerson. And he recognized with gratitude the en-

dorsement India placed upon his instinctive beliefs.

But two more passages may be quoted to suggest the correspon-
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dence between Emerson's beliefs and the cardinal principles of the

\'edanta. Emerson's doctrine of Illusion is a patent parallel to the

Hindu principle of Maya. Although Emerson recognized this same

principle in Greek thought, he preferred the Hindu expression of

it. How else explain such a passage as this?
—"The early Greek

philosophers Heraclitus and Xenophanes measured their force on

this problem of identity. Diogenes of Appolonia said unless the

atoms were one stuff, they could never blend and act with one an-

other. But the Hindoos, in their sacred writings, express the live-

liest feeling, both of the essential identity and of that illusion which

they conceive variety to be. The notions, 'I am,' and, 'This is

mine,' which influence mankind, are but delusions of the mother of

the world. . . . And the beatitude of man they hold to lie in being

freed from fascination." Nor was Emerson impervious to the

Hindu doctrine of Karma. This doctrine is essentially so similar

to his principle of Compensation that to note differences is almost

to split hairs. The amalgamated doctrines became for him the an-

swer to the question he had asked of his Atmt Mary—why God per-

mitted the incessant millions of mortals, worldly and impure, to fail

of the best, to travel wrong roads, and to consummate a sad fate.

As Emerson compared the Greek and Hindu conclusions on the

problem, he decided that: "The Indian system is full of Fate, the

Greek not. The Greek uses the word, indeed, but in his mind the

Fates are three respectable old women w^ho spin and shear a sym-

bolic thread,—so narrow, so limitary is the sphere allowed them,

and it is wath music. We are only at a more beautiful opera, or at

private theatricals. But in India it is the dread reality, it is the

cropping-out in our planted gardens of the core of the world; it is

the abysmal Force, untameable and immense." Finally, in the essay

on "Fate" we find this sentence : "To say it less sublimely,—in the

history of the individual is always an account of his condition, and

he knows himself to be a party to his present estate." Where could

a better sentence than this be found to explain the Vedantic doc-

trine of Karma? Emerson but gave it a different name in his

thinking and writing, the familiar term Compensation.

Now Emerson's position as a representative figure of the nine-

teenth century is so secure that we may, with entire justice, see in

his Orientalism an example of the general Orientalism of his time.

To be sure, there were many variations. In England, there were
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Southey, Tom Moore, Byron, and Matthew Arnold who used Ori-

ental embelHshment and themes; in France, Leconte de Lisle and

Gauthier; in Germany, the Schlegels, Riickert, Heine, and Goethe.

But whatever the differences, the common denominator was that

of romanticism, and romanticism, it is perhaps needless to repeat,

was primarily concerned with man's being and its affinity with the

universe. The Emersonian solution of the riddle of the universe,

which owed so much to India, contained many echoes of both the

world-view and the world-weariness of the nineteenth century.

In the eighteenth century Occidental interest in things Oriental

found expression in an enthusiastic Sinomania. This was, perhaps,

inevitable. There could have been little sympathy with the meta-

physics of the Vedanta in the period dominated by Voltaire and

Doctor Johnson. If there was to be any Oriental influence in the

life of the time, it logically was to come from China. For, as I

have already suggested, Orientalism has never made many con-

verts in the West ; its adherents have almost invariably been friends

who recognized similarities in method and temper, and borrowed

freely as long as these remained attuned to each other.

An unusual and comprehensive introduction to eighteenth cen-

tury Sinomania will be found in lines from James Cawthorne's

poem "On Taste," published in 1756:

Of late, 'tis true, quick sick of Rome and Greece,

We fetch our models from the wise Chinese

;

European artists are too cool and chaste,

For Mand'rin is the only man of taste;

Whose bolder genius, fondly wise to see

His grove a forest, and his pond a sea.

Breaks out—and whimsically great designs

Without the shackles or of rules or lines.

In greater detail the poet continues

:

Form'd on his plans our farms and seats begin

To match the boasted villas of Pekin.

On every hill a spire-crowned temple swells,

Hung round with serpents and a fringe of bells.

In Tartar huts our cows and horses lie,

Our hogs are fattened in an Indian stye

;

On every shelf a Joss divinely stares,

Nymphs laid on chintzes sprawl upon our chairs

;

While o'er our cabinets Confucius nods,

Alidst porcelain elephants and china gods.
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Furthermore, Goldsmith in The Citizen of the World makes his

Chinese philosopher in London say : "The EngHsh have not yet

brought the art of gardening to the same perfection with the Chi-

nese, but have lately begun to imitate them. Nature is now fol-

lowed with greater assiduity than formerly; the trees are suffered

to shoot out with the utmost luxuriance ; the streams no longer

forced from their natural beds, are permitted to wind along the

valleys; spontaneous flowers take the place of the finished parterre,

and the enamelled meadow of the shaven green." In extension of

general English interest in Chinese gardens, it is but necessary to

refer to Addison's accounts in the files of the Spectator.

The reasons for this Chinese fad ore not hard to find. In a

period when there was revolt against "methodized nature," regu-

laritv, balance, and uniformity came to be regarded as defects. The

new aim was to achieve simplicity and unity. European aesthetic

purpose had much in common with the Chinese. The extent of

this artistic contact is ably disclosed by Adolf Reichwein in his

work entitled China and Europe, a work which should be in the

library of all students of chinoiserie.

As for the religious temper of this same period and its affinity

with the Orient, it perhaps would be impossible for me to quote a

more typical expression than Voltaire's sentences : "Worship God

and practise justice—this is the sole religion of the Chinese literati.

. . . . O Thomas Aquinas, Scotus, Bonaventure, Francis, Dominic,

Luther, Calvin, canons of Westminster, have you anything better?

For four thousand years this religion so simple and so noble, has

endured in absolute integrity; and it is probable that it is much

more ancient." The deistic philosophy on which theories of gov-

ernment rested seized upon the Confucian principles, and we find

Christian Wolff in an academic address entitled Dc Sinarum philo-

sophia practice, delivered before the University of Halle in 1721,

proclaiming that "the ancient Emperors and Kings of China were

men of a philosophical Turn. ... to their Care it is owing, that their

Form of Government is of all others the best, and that as in An-

tiquity, so in the Art of Governing, this Nation has ever surpassed

all others without exception." It is perhaps needless to point out

that the "philosophical turn" in the Confucian mind which appealed

to the spokesman we have selected as representative of the eight-

eenth century was essentially different from the \'edantic philosophy
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which appealed to the romanticists of the nineteenth century, and

to Emerson in particular.

It is possible that a reader acquainted with the literature of our

subject will wonder at my failure to mention the vogue of the Ori-

ental tale. Martha Pike Conant's The Oriental Tale in England

might be mentioned as a work which has uncovered an aspect of

eighteenth century thought and literature which I would seem to

have neglected. But this neglect is justifiable. The reason is that

the popularity of variations on themes in the Arabian Nights as a

literary phenomenon has never possessed more significance or closer

relation to the essential thought of the time in which they appeared

than the modern detective story and the deeper undertones of the

thought-life of our own day. True, the Oriental tale had a tremen-

dous vogue, the extent of which is effectively suggested by the fol-

lowing passage from Lillie Deming Loshe's The Early American

Novel: "One can hardly leave the subject of sentimental didacti-

cism without referring to the Massachtisetts Magazine, which was

its shrine. . . . [A] lady, known as "Sabina," had contributed the

history of a woman carried off by pirates to the harem of a Turkish

noble, where her instructions led to the liberation of all the slaves.

The Oriental tale was the most favored of all types, and no issue

of the Massachusetts Magazine was considered complete without

one; very few, however, were of American origin."

In contrast, for the nineteenth century, consider the facts that

one of the best poems Sidney Lanier ever wrote was given the title

"Nirvana," and that no poem from Emerson's pen is better known

than "Brahma." Emmerson's poem is too well known to need quo-

tation or comment, save that we might remind ourselves it is a very

exact epitome not only of Hinduism but also of Emerson's per-

sonal philosophy. Of Lanier's poem I quote the first two and the

last stanzas

:

Through seas of dreams and seas of phantasies.

Through seas of solitudes and vacancies.

And through my Self, the deepest of the seas,

I strive for thee. Nirvana.

Oh long ago the billow flow of sense.

Aroused by passion's windy vehemence.
Up bore me out of depths to heights intense,

But not to thee. Nirvana.
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The storms of Self below me rage and die

On the still bosom of mine ecstasy,

A lotus on a lake of balm, I lie

Forever in Nirvana.

There assuredly is significance in the fact that during the

eighteenth century literary Orientalism found expression in popular

magazines in tales of Occidental women carried off to Turkish

harems, during the nineteenth, in such lines as those by Lanier and

Emerson. It is needless to inquire which type bore the closer rela-

tionship to the basic thought of their times.

In conclusion, we may observe that the varying influences from

the Orient may be explained with the truism that tributary streams

of influence must be capable of blending with the main stream if

they are to become one with that stream. Thus we find that in a

period marked by serious consideration of man's relationship to

man, Confucius, the practical sage of the unspeculative Chinese,

caught the attention of the thinkers of Europe who found in his

system of government and social ethics an admirable model. The

vogue of the Oriental tale was merely a part of the prevailing Goth-

icism, and the popularity of Chinese gardens a temporary reaction

to an otitmoded fad in landscaping. The nineteenth century, on

the other hand, was one marked by numerous "soul-crises" and by

serious consideration of man's relation to the universe. Romantic

pantheism and an intense yearning for the Everlasting Yea wherein

all contradiction is solved is the common denominator of the thought

of the time. With this mood, it is obvious that the shift in Ori-

ental interest should have been from Confucianism to Hinduism.

As for the present era, we can only say that our modern scientific

temper has little in common with the ancient Orient. In fact, our

science and industrialism would seem to have swamped the East,

and within a generation turned its problems into our own. But

despite the mutual struggle against confusion, both Oriental and

Occidental are reclaiming aesthetic and mystical principles which

are molding our arts and altering our sense of values. Today, the

sense of awareness is livelier than ever. In time we shall have the

necessary perspective to determine more full}- the nature of the

present synthesis.
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DR. RUDWIN has written half a dozen earHer "devil studies"

in the past twenty years, dealing chiefly with the use made

of the devil in French and German literature. The present volume

is primarily a study of "fiendish" elements in the literatures of

England, France, and Germany : more narrowly, of their modern

literatures. For the devil that Dr. Rudwin would have us consider

is a product of the fusion of and conflict of medieval Christianity

with pagan divinities and Jewish spooks and dethroned godlings of

high and low degree. For devils, historically speaking, are often

gods who have lost their jobs: deities sometimes proscribed because

they are too popular! The element of political or tribal or eccle-

siastical jealousy may be a prominent factor. "Your god is my
devil," said Wesley to a theological opponent. The Pahlevi and

the Sanscrit are two branches of one language and culture. But

the Hindu, like the Roman, declared that divs or devas were the

powers to be worshiped, and that the Asuras of the Northern peo-

ples were "devils" indeed ! Tit for tat ! Zoroaster retaliates by

declaring that an Asura (Ahura-Mazda-Ormuzd) is the Supreme

Good, and that all devas are evil, and their worshipers all children

of the devas. "There! take that!"

Just so, the supreme guardian angel in Assyro-Babylonian lore

was a Shedu : the ancestral guardian represented by the human-

headed bull-colossi that guarded the gateways of temple and pal-

ace. "Entirely too popular : they get too large a share of the busi-

ness !" think the representatives of rival cults. So the Palestinian

prophet denounces the popular cult of shcdim: they are "no-gods"

(Deut. 32:17). "Demons!" exclaim the English translators of

Psalm 106:37. In the same way, medieval Christianity, finding a

host of spirits of copse and fell and mountain and stream, strongly

intrenched in the folk-cults of central and northern Europe, took

the short cut of declaring them all "devils" and their worshipers

"children of the devil," "in league with the devil," "sold to the

devil," etc. But in later expository literature this historical process

is reversed and we are regaled with tales of the many forms that

the most Christian Devil is able to assume, instead of being told
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that we have reminiscences of ancient cults. The ancient Pales-

tinian tried to harmonize or synthesize by claiming that certain

mighty cultus-powers were but a "name of Yahu," as in Isaiah

30:27ff, where a "name of Yahu"' is coming from afar, burning,

raging, blasting, destroying. The popular name of this Tophet-

power we are not told. But Jeremiah, a hundred years later, repu-

diates this Yahwist acceptance of Tophet liturgy "which I com-

manded not, neither came it into my mind." (Jer. 19:1-6:32:35.)

Jeremiah also knew those who regarded Yahu as a very convenient

and accommodating evil power, who could be provoked to anger

against their enemies by proper liturgies, (Jer. 7:18, 19). The

modern American, with his terse "God d—n you" is equally ad-

vanced in his applied theology. A fixed historical line between

nominallv good and nominally evil powers cannot be drawn, and

every anthropologist and every historian of religions knows it. In

the realm of origins we cannot anywhere point to an original un-

mixed race, or liturgy, or cult or creed. The author of Hebrews

1 :1 knew that the conception of a God that was current among

those of religious fellowship was a composite one: "God, at differ-

ent times, and with various fragments spoke unto the fathers in

former days, through the prophets." Our own scientifically strug-

gling day would confront him with some unfamiliar theologies.

Dr. Rudwin is careful to remind us, then, at the outset that the

devil of whom he writes is not known in the Old Testament. An
archfiend, a Supreme Evil Power, does not appear there. The word

Satan, "prosecutor," as in Psalm 109:6, has no suggestion of the

modern Christian devil. Neither has its Greek translation, diabolos

from verb diaballo. Nowhere in Classic Greek do these words mean

anything but "accuse, prosecute." In later times an evil sense of

false accusation or slander appears, and in this sense it occurs in

such N. T. passages as Titus 2:3; 1 Tim. 3:11; 2 Tim. 3:3. But

the casual reader, saturated with the popular notion that our "devil"

is an orthodox Biblical personage, is not likely to keep Dr. Rudwin's

brief prefatory statement in mind.

Dr. Rudwin's collation is a definite contribution to anthropology.

There may be a protest from those who define anthropology as "the

science of primitive man." Have we really reached far enough into

the past to be able to describe that hypothetical personage? Dr.

Rudwin recognizes that in pre-Christian times ideas from Palestine,
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Babylonia, Persia, and Egypt were blending to survive in the Euro-

pean Devil shaped in the Middle Ages, and exploited by later literati.

Yet if those earlier stages of theological speculation were highly

composite, complexes of the thinking of a much more primitive

past, are the same elements any less primitive today when they sur-

vive in the devil-lore of modern writers? These men unconsciously

prove to us that the blending and rearranging of borrowed ideas

that seem to make the unseen world a little more intelligible is still

going on. The modern western literateurs are no nearer finality in

that field than the older pre-literary humanity.

Dr. Rudwin in his first three chapters deals with the origin of

the Lucifer legend, and the number and names of the devils. An
important omitted point must here be emphasized. "Lucifer" is the

Latin translation of the Greek "Phdsphoros" : and a Lucifer-legend

could arise only in Latin literature and exegesis. The Greek "Plios-

phoros" nowhere in classic Greek has any of the connotations of

the later "Lucifer" conflation. In one Greek passage Bacchus is

complimented as the phdsphoros aster "light-bringing star." Venus

as morning-star is frequently hailed as phdsphoros, or 'E osphoros

•

—
"dawn-bringer"-—^particularly in the Orphic hymns. Hecate,

whose offerings were made upon the 30th of the month, is some-

times heralded by the same title, because she heralded or effected

the immediate return of the new moon. Nothing in all this classic

Greek astronomical compliment has any element of the "Lucifer"

complex. And in the one passage in the O. T. in which English

translators introduced the term "Lucifer," with all its accumulated

"fallen angel" suggestion, the pious Jewish translators of the Sep-

tuagint have no such idea. In Is. 14:12 they read, "How fell you

from heaven, O dawn-bringer, herald of the morning"?

Dr. Rudwin (p. 3) is astray here, speaking of a "Hebrew word
Hillel, the morning star, is the planet Venus". But the Hebrew
word is hclel, Arab hilal : the last crescent of the waning moon : seen

at dawn. (So Gesenius-Buhl, Zimmern, Hommel, Robertson Smith,

Wellhausen, Clay)—The point is wholly missed by those who do not

know that the Assyrian Sennacherib was the conqueror and King

of Babylon, and finally its destroyer when it revolted. His name,

Sin-ahe-irba, "Sin will increase his brothers," expresses the megalo-

maniac king's assurance that he would conquer for himself a chief

place among the brothers of the moon-god, the never-setting divine
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stars around the pole (Is. 14:13ft"), becoming like unto this Elyon.

Yet after all the pompous preparation for his ritual deification he

was suddenly assassinated by his own sons by the side of his already

prepared shcdii or bull-colossus, and was cast out as an utterly

abhorred branch of his family (2K. 19:37; Is. 14:15-21). There

will be no mortuary oft'erings to his repudiated ancestral ghost. But

Sin is the name of the great Assyro-Babylonian moon god. So

Isaiah gibes at Sennacherib's anticipated full-moon splendor with

the term hclcl: "You're a dying moon—you will never be seen

again
!"

The Latin Lucifer-legend-builders are in certain points very

close to this megalomaniac Sennacherib original (?), yet have

blurred the whole. The later West did not know the history and

cosmology of Assyro-Babylonia more than 1000 years before, and

Babylonian rabbin and Talmud had lost it just as completely. But

is it not Sennacherib's measureless pride and vaulting ambition that

becomes immortalized as Lucifer's, while pointing to this passage?

As for Ezekiel's apostrophe against Tyre, (Ezek. 28:12-17)

which Dr. Rudwin quotes on page 5. I do not know any reason for

associating it with the Lucifer legend; and Dr. Rudwin does not

mention any "patristic exegesis" which does so. The Lucifer of

myth and poetry does not exist in popular speech anywhere. On
page 121 Dr. Rudwin says "The early Christians, further, believed

that Lucifer, in his eft'orts to copy the Lord, actually pronounced

oracles and worked miracles, among the pagans," etc. Now this

would lead one unfamiliar with the early Christian writings to sup-

pose that they employed the name "Lucifer." r>ut they did not.

Even the great and voluminous Latin father Tertullian, whom Dr.

Rudwin has just cited, never uses it. Only one passage in the

Ante-Xicene Fathers contains it: Origcn's Peri Archon uses the

above-considered Isaiah passage. But Origen himself, writing in

Greek, did not use the name "Lucifer." His original is lost, and

"Lucifer" in our present Origen-text we owe to his later Latin

translator Rufinus. In some other passages Dr. Rudwin shows the

same lack of precision.

In dealing with the p()i)ular fancies of innumerable fiends, we

arc- told that "the apocryphal Gospel of Xicodemus as early as the

third century mentions already several "legions of devils" who are

under Satan's sway in hell." To lessen our terrors, we should have
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been reminded of twelve legions of angels that could be spared

from the defenses of heaven (Matt. 26:53), even though no answer

be given to the problem of medieval schoolmen—"How many angels

could dance on the point of a needle ?" We are also reminded that

Josephus (Wars 7:6;3) speaks of legions of demons, meaning the

spirits of wicked men (Rudwin, p. 17, note 3). But the same is

true of the cemetery-maniac in Mark 5:3ff; Luke 8;27ff; and this

case is one of a host that helps us understand folk-fancies. The
poor victim of an obsession imagines that he is possessed not by one

malicious spirit only but by the whole cemetery. Such cases are

familiar today. Or a wandering "Saint" may constitute himself

the guardian and oracle-spokesman of some petty cemetery instead

of one tomb only.

But our special interest just here is that Puritanism has used

our much-modified word "devil" for both diaholos and daimon in

the Greek. The Old Testament has no exact equivalent for either,

unless we declare that yiddeoni is etymologically "one who deals

with a knowing one." ("Our AV usually translates it 'wizard.' ").

For daimon, daimonion, is simply "a knowing one" as Dr. Rudwin
recognizes on p. 26. Its ancient connotation was generally good,

as late as Neoplatonic times. But for the Christian-creed builders,

this meant a rival group of good powers. Hesiod speaks of "good

daimons above the ground, givers of wealth to mortal men." There

is nothing whatever of our "demons" about that, nor of the Greek

diaholos. Origen "Against Celsus" protests against the Hesiod

creed, still proclaimed by Celsus near a thousand years later, and

against the assertion that men should continue to reverence and

bring first-fruits to the good daimons who cared for the fruit-trees

and grains of men; and being equally scientific, Origen asserts in

turn that every fruit and stream and fount and breath of air is due

"in consequence of the agency and control of certain beings whom
we may call invisible husbandmen and guardians ; we deny that

those invisible agents are daimons !"—Tweedledee versus Tweedle-

dum !
—"The divine angels of God!" Origen calls them in a previ-

ous sentence. Not daring to deny the existence of daimdns he

would charge them with the production of famine, blasting, pesti-

lence. In their capacity of public executioners they receive power

at certain times to carry out the divine judgements, for the restora-

tion of those who have plunged headlong into wickedness, or for
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the trial and discipline of the souls of the wise.""^ We are reminded

of the supralapsarian "hard-shell" backwoodsman, who acknowl-

edged the devil's activity among the Lord's sheep, but it was only

to chase them back into the fold: then, "Thank the Lord for such

a good Devil !" As for Origen's solemn adaptation of the cosmol-

ogv and daiiiwu-ology of Celsus, we are reminded of the remark

attributed to \\'ellhausen upon the reported acceptance of his OT
theories by Scotch Calvinists : 'T knew their Old Testament was

a lie, but I never made the Almighty a party to it!"—But Origen

would not have us worship the divine guardians of fruit and fount

and tree. The opposition of such early churchmen to an}- da'Diion-

cultus was in the interest of monolatry : not in opposition to "diabol-

ism." So Dr. Rudwin's statement (p. 21) that in 1 Cor. 10:20 "the

great apostle identified all ancient gods with devils" is a perversion

of Paul, who said, "the nations sacrifice to daimonia"—"human spir-

its" of Josephus. Paul did not say that daimonia included "all

Gods"—Sun, moon, sky, Zeus, Neptune, etc. Every Biblical pass-

age must be scrutinized in the original if we wovild know the exact

thought of the Biblical writers. The indiscriminate use of our

adapted words "demon" and "devil" in translations or comments

upon the scriptures continually puts into the mouths of ancient writ-

ers ideas that they did not express.

It is of first importance to remember that even Origen's limita-

tion upon the attention to be paid to the daimons or daimonia with

which his cosmos swarmed did not gain general acceptance. Some

two centuries later the pagan Faustus wrote to Augustine, "you

have substituted your agapae for the sacrifices of the pagans; for

their idols your martyrs, whom you serve with the very same hon-

ors. You appease the shades of the dead with wine and feasts

:

you celebrate the solemn festivities of the Gentiles, their calends,

and their solstices : and as to their manners those you have retained

without any alteration. Nothing distinguishes you from the pagans,

except that you hold your assemblies apart from them."^ But per-

secuting pagan and persecuted Christian reciprocally scorned each

other's favored heroes, as Aryan and Iranian did dcvas and astiras.

Again it should be clear to the popular reader that to introduce our

1 Origen Aijaiiisl Celsus, VIII, 31.

-Draper, The Conflict Betiveen RcUyion and Science, p. 48.
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adopted terms "demon" and "devil" into translations of folk-thought

of these early centuries is to miss their actual thinking.

Rambling further, the presentation of any historic personage as

either devil or saint, according to the point of view is illustrated in

the case of Old Nick and Santa Claus. Dr. Rudwin on p. 33 recog-

nizes that both are phases of St. Nicholas, the kindly bishop of

Myra, who gave dowries to poor maids and gifts to children: now,

he sends good children presents, and is Santa Claus : bad children

who get switches call him "Old Nick!" (Any American public

school-teacher may be similarly rated!). That is repeating Origen's

estimate of the police-powers of the cosmos ! New England Puri-

tanism long held out against the "pagan Christmas." But the New
York Dutch conquered American child-thought. Long ago in a

description of Dutch colonial ways I met this verse, a Christmas

petition,

Sankt Niklaus, goed heilig mann,
K'nop je best an Amsterdam
Van Amsterdam an Spanje
\"an Spanje an Oranje,

En brang deze kindjes eenige graps.

"Saint Nicolas, good holy man.
Go your best to Amsterdam,
From Amsterdam to Spain,

From Spain to Orange,

And bring these children some toys (frolics)."

The common folk usually shortened Sankt Niklaus into San Claus.

K'nop in the second line for gaan op may be garbled by the printer

as well as by the dialect.

Dr. Rudwin concludes the chapter with a comment upon the

many nicknames that present the Devil as likable—even "nice."

Should we consider the fact as a reminiscence of godlings of high

and low degree that were really viewed as kindly, but which were

declared "not orthodox" by medieval ecclesiatics?
—"The Story of

Mary Maclean" which appeared about 30 years ago confesses that

the Devil was Miss Maclean's hero. She was evidently "against

the orthodox," as the traditional Irishman is "agin the government."

On page 36 Dr. Rudwin comments upon the ability of the Devil,

in folk-tale, to appear in any animal form. The capacity is not dis-

tinctive. Medieval witches are always credited with like powers, as
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Macka}" summarized in his Extraordinary Popular Di-Iusio}is. The

notion of such powers appears in all parts of the world, either for

good or for ill. It is not distinctive of evil powers. Any reader of

the Arabian Nights' tales remembers the battle between a princess

and an e\il magician in behalf of a transformed prince. The op-

ponents rapidly assume many successive forms in this battle to the

death. Palmer in his Desert of the Exodus p. 92, tells how his Arab

guide, old Salem, was much disturbed one night by hearing the

devil himself utter an awfvil shriek near by. 'Sir. Holland, hearing

the familiar sound, slipped out and shot a tine white owl, and

brought the "fiend" to old Salem. Resigned and sententious old

Salem said "Ah! just as I expected. That's one of his tricks!" The

very name "jinn" with which we are all familiar, is from a root

meaning "to hide, conceal." A jinn is one who appears in a changed

or invisible form : his real character concealed. All such powers,

undisputed, have been "omnibused" as "Devilish" by medieval ec-

clesiaticism.

On page 41, Dr. Rudwin observes that the dove, a sacred bird

to pagans, became in time an evil power to Christians ; and that all

Semites revered it as the reincarnation of their beloved dead; while

the Romans venerated the dove as the bird of A'enus. There is con-

fusion here between the domestic pigeon, and the wild blue rock-

pigeon. Had Dr. Rudwin been familiar with the Akkadian or As-

svrian language, he would have known that the Greek word for

the domestic pigeon, pcristera, is perah Istar—"Bird of Istar!" It

is from the ancient orient that the Graeco-Roman world learned

the association of the prolific domestic pigeon with the goddess of

love. And this bird, the associate of humanity, is to be understood

in John 1 :32. But the wild blue rock-pigeon avoids mankind. It

nests in gorges, canyons, clefts, ruins and caves (cf. Cant. 2:14,

Jer. 48:28), and because such places are so often chosen by men

for their cave-tombs, the rock-pigeon's nests may be in such tombs.

This association made the blue rock-pigeon to be viewed as a re-

incarnation of the dead. Hezekiah, facing premature death, imag-

ines that he will twitter as a swallow or crane : or moan as a rock-

dove (Is. 38:14) ; and his thinking was not "Semitic" nor local. It

is found ail the way from ancient Etruscan Italy to modern India

and Turkestan. O'Donovan observes, "One might well imagine the

great flocks of blue pigeons perched along the battlements of the
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dead city to be the bewitched inhabitants."^ And the wild blue

pigeons swarm to the mosque-tomb of Bajazet on the Bosphorus

and are fed there (Lynch, p. 88), as many travellers also report

of Mecca. Dennis long ago observed that the pigeons which the

Etruscans so commonly sculptured on their tombs were the wild

blue rock-pigeons, nesting and wheeling in gorge and precipice

above.'* The Greeks did not need to learn this association from the

far east. They had their own word, phatta for the wild blue pig-

eon: and Persephone, or Proserpina, as Queen of the world of the

dead, was phersc-phatta, or pherephatta, "wild-dove-bringer."

So early Christianity found reason to object to both tame and

wild. "No milk-white dove—nor if there be anything more lasci-

vious," says Catullus (Ixvi, 125). And to give prominence to the

wild blue pigeon might make hopes for the dead to center in Perse-

phone instead of Christ.

This latter issue is directly involved in the objection to "Beelze-

bub," barely noticed by Dr. Rudwin on page 41, without explana-

tion. The name means "Lord of flies"—but of what flies? It

would take many pages to tell all the popular beliefs that the souls

of the dead escape from the body in the forms of various flies.

To this day Beduin of Aloab believe that the souls of the dead in

their deserts escape as flies, hum mournfully, then fly straight to

Jerusalem and plunge down a well in the center of the Haram-as-

sherif to the underworld-home of the dead. So Yahu himself to

them would be a "lord of flies." But the actual Baalzebub of Ekron,

2 Kings, 1 ? We face the belief in a butterfly-soul : and anthropol-

ogists know that this lore would fill a sizable volume. Suffice it

that this Alinoan-Philistine conception is vividly before us in Evans'

discoveries at Knossos. Scales for weighing the souls of the dead

have golden butterflies in them as souls. And youth and maiden

joyously meeting in the Land of Spirits have the chrysalis of a but-

terfly drawn over them as their "outworn shell by Time's unresting

sea."^ But the butterfly, the white cabbage-butterfly, is still regard-

ed as a soul by Aegaean peasantry. And he who will consult Lid-

dell and Scott's lexicon will find that Psyche is the name of this

white cabbage-butterfly ! Christian preachers will still use the mir-

^The Mcrv Oasis, II, 80.

^Cities and Cemeteries of Etriiria I, 185.

5See Palace of Minos, 1 :705f : II :278f, 482, 784f

.
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acle of the butterfly's transformation as an analogy for the resur-

rection of the human spirit. But they will urge that no one con-

nect the facts with the name Beelzebub! AnatJicma Sit! I have

heard a Kentucky hills-woman say of a slowly dying neighbor, "He
was born with a golden butterfly in him, and when that flies away

he will be dead."

In the case of Sammael, Dr. Rudwin contents himself with a

bare reference to a very late Jewish tangling of Sammael with

Lilith, and his being chief of the fallen angels, and never replaced

by Satan (pp. 20, 28, 78, 86, 87, 97, 98, 101). The Assyriologist

must come to the rescue, incidentally asking why he writes Samael

instead of Sammael. Sammael is well known in cuneiform lore,

thousands of years before the worthless jumble that late Judaism

has made of the facts. Sammael is Sammu-ilu, "divine plant":

wormwood. Exhilarating in small quantities, its deadly absynthian

powers made it an ordeal-plant where evidence was insufficient.

Old Babylonian reliefs show an accused person led before a god or

chief priest who holds out the deadly cup—Here the Samniu-ilu is

resorted to by the accuser or prosecutor: "the satan." The cunei-

form liturgies referred to hang this "sammu ilii of joy" upon the

neck of a sick petitioner: and survivals of this ancient use appear

still in some parts of Arabia, where a bunch of wormwood is hung

on the neck of a corpse, or placed under the head. The rabbinical

lore collected by Baring-Gould that make Sammael an angel of

Death, an angel of the Lord, killing with a drop of wormwood when

the man's time is come, is fundamentally correct.*"' For the use of

wormwood in ordeals in Old Testament times, see Godbey, "In-

cense and Poison Ordeals In the Ancient Orient," AJSL. July 1931.

«See Legends of the Patriareh and Prophets. Under "Fall of the Angels,"

we have "Sammael, whose proper name is satan," etc.—In "Fall of Man," at

the end, Sammael tempts Eve with the fruit of the Angel of Death.—In "The
Offering of Isaac," the Book of Job is adapted : "There came a day when
the sons of God stood before the Eternal One, and amongst them was the

Accusing Angel, Satan or Sammael."—In "Esau and Jacob," Esau's name "in-

dicates that he was closely connected with Satan or Sammael." And it w-as

"not Michael who wrestled with Jacob, but Sammael or Satan"—thus making

him the "man" or "god" of Gen. 32 :24, 30—Under Moses—"The giving of

the Law," Sammael or Satan tempts with the golden calf. And Sammael is

sent by the Most High to "bring the soul of my servant Moses to Paradise"

(Section on the Death of Moses). And later, Sammael is simply called "the

Angel of Death."—And in the tempting of Abraham to offer Isaac, it is Satan

who tests, as in the case of Job : and as Angel of Death, Satan laughs when
Sarah dies). It is as an Angel of Death that Sammael comes in time to be

viewed as an Evil One.
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On Lilith, something is to be added by the Assyriologist. Dr.

Rudwin on page 95 has "the Hebrew word lilith is a feminine de-

rivative of the Hebrew lay'la (Assyrian leila), which is the regular

noun for night." But in Assyrian, muht, is "night," as opposed to

"day," urru; and lildtu is "twiUght," as opposed to "dawn." There

is no leila. But there is the mascuHne Spirit lilu, feminine Lilltu,

or ardat lile, "Maid of the twilight. LUihi, in the form lilith, does not

occur in the. Old Testament save in Isaiah 34:14, where any animal

that comes forth at twilight is possibly meant. In contrast, the

Hebrew never uses the word layela for "twilight," "evening," or

"dawndusk."

The Sumero-Akkadian lexical tablets group the lihi with "dust-

storms," "sand-columns," and define it as "maid of the light-stealer."

She dims or darkens the day in various ways. Data in hand show

that the Babylonian rabbins' lilith was originally the Jack O'lantern

:

familiar enough in Euphratean marshlands. The whole conception

existed before the Semitic Akkadians were in Babylonia, before

4000 B. C. But there is no trace of it in any Phoenician-Palestinian

lore yet recovered. The root Lyl for "night" is in all the Semitic

languages. But the spirit lilit is in Akkadian only, as the transla-

tion of an earlier Sumerian conception. Dr. Rudwin's Leila above

is the Jewish word for "night." But the tangle of data he cites

shows that an ever-expanding explanatory myth-making is still go-

ing on, providing more analytical problems for the anthropologists

of the future.

Dr. Rudwin's chapter on the "Death of the Devil," stirs some

mirthful memories. There is Charles Reade's Denys, with his old

consigne, "Courage, Camarade ! le diable est mort!" But in sharp

contrast with some material quoted by Dr. Rudwin is the witticism

of Sam Jones. Having heard much of the Devil's activity in a cer-

tain American city, he went to contribute some evangelistic energy

to the routing of the Devil. But after a few days in the town he

announced that the Devil had not been in that place in 20 years

!

He was not needed there

!

In reading the chapter upon the Devil's mimicry of God I re-

called a modern complaint of the sort. The Catholic Missionaries,

Hue and Gabet a hundred years ago declared there was hardly a sin-

gle feature of Romish liturgy that the Devil had not copied or paro-

died in the Buddhism of Tartary, Tibet and China. How astonished
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they would have been to hear that the rosary of 108 beads was cop-

ied by Romanism from Buddhism in relatively modern times ! But in

saying that "the Synagogue of Satan (Rev. 2:10) is a counter part

of the church of God," Dr. Rudwin's has disregarded his principium

that our modern devil or Satan is not found in the Biblical litera-

ture. He should have added verses 13, 24 and 3:9—the last verse

is clarifying. The writer is using Satan in its original sense of

"prosecutor, accuser, inquisitor," and is speaking of the Jewish

inquisitorial organization to which Paul himself had once belonged,

"breathing out threatenings and slaughter" against the infant off-

shoot of Judaism.'^ Does not I Pet. 5 :8 belong in that same cate-

gory? And in specifying the devil as "the prince of this world"

in John 12:31; 14:30; 16:11; 2 Cor. 4:4; Eph. 2:2; 6:12 (pp. 133,

243, 246,) Dr. Rudwin is not scientifically exact in his terminology,

for neither the Diabolos nor Satan is mentioned in them. The cos-

molog}' of the ancient world, with its successive aeons or Kosmoi,

is disregarded. The Messiah was to close one age and rule during

a new one.^ The passages cited speak of "this Kosmos," "this

aeon," "the aeon of this Kosmos"—the existing social order. One

familiar with the "Arabian Nights" knows that "O King of the

Age" occurs more than 50 times as a respectful or complimentary

address. In New Testament times such speakers would have meant

the Roman Emperor, or Empire : or a much lesser dignitary if

thought advisable to fawningly address him.

On page 253 are names that are fossils of ancient star-cults.

Samsaweel who taught the signs of the sun, is a corruption of

Akkadian §amas-ilu, "Sun is god." Arakiel, with his earth-signs

is an Aramaizing of Arts-ilu, "Earth is god." Kawkabel, the demon

astrologer, is Kakkabilu, "a star is god." Seriel, with his moon-

signs, is Ser-ilu : "oracle is god," or "divine oracle"—the moon-god

being the chief portent giver. Barakel, Barak-ilu, "Lightning-god,"

is another heavenly portent giver. These are "fallen angels" only

in the sense that formerly leading cults now occupy a minor posi-

tion ; the poor clients or agents of cults now dominant.

In this connection, "The Harrowing of Hell" alluded to on pp.

81, 132 and in note on p. 132 is but a slight adaptation of an ancient

Akkadian sun-cult. The Gospel of Nicodemus recognized by Dr.

7See Godhcy, The Lost Tribes, a Mylli, for tuUcr study.

"See Goclbey, "The Pagan Millennium": Methodist Rcviczc, July to Octo-
ber 1926.
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Rudwin on p. 81 utilizes a miracle-play that had been current in

Babylonia for more than 1000 years. In that play the sun-god, the

west-sun, descends into the land of the Dead. At Sunrise (cf. Ps.

24:-7-10) he breaks out again, bringing forth his faithful ones. The

Cult of the Iranian Sun-god, Mithra "The Friend," owed its power

in Rome to its presenting the god in the same way as "Sol Invictus."

The unconquered Sun. The Temple of Mithra finally gave way to

the Vatican. To determine how much Mithraism got into Vatican

theology would resurrect much odium theologicum. But the daily

miracle of the sun's resurrection will bolster weary human hopes

to the end of time. Sixty years ago a favorite Sunday School chorus

ran

—

Beyond the sunset's radiant glow

There is a brighter world, I know.

Where golden glories ever shine.

Beyond the reach of day's decline.

It will be recognized that these illustrations of ancient elemental

fancies that have been fused with or absorbed by medieval diabolism

do not constitute a hostile criticism of Dr. Rudwin's book. The con-

trasts between the actual ancient elements and the kaleidoscopic

shiftings of the more recent portrayals of a hypothetical Evil One
collated by Dr. Rudwin only prove that poetic myth-expanders are as

busy as in the stone ages. If it be said that these fancies are no

longer to be taken seriously, it raises the question, Were ancient

myths originally any more than the flicker of the Northern Lights

of the human mind?



THE XO\'ELS OF BEN'JAMIX DISRAELI
HAROLD BERMAX

IX the early part of the past century \'on Arnim wrote a book

entitled Bcrtlwld's First and Second Life. The idea sought by

tiie author of that book, apparently, was to concretize the belief

gaining currency at the time that an individual may enjoy, in the

brief span of his earthly existence, either in the simultaneous Jekyl-

and-Hyde form or in chronological succession, two distinct and un-

related careers.

In the case of the career of Benjamin Disraeli, the ambitious

novelist who, unaided by family influence or wealth, rose to the

premiership of Great Britain and to a commanding position in

world affairs, it has become the favorite method of biographers to

dwell on, if not exactly to explain it by, the thesis of duality. "Here

is a case,"' these men seem to say, "of duality par excellence. Here

is a man who possessed two distinct talents, a man who could suc-

cessfully fight an election battle, maneuver men and policies in the

lobbies of parliament, and then retire from all this hubbub to the

peace of his study for a brief few weeks or months and emerge

therefrom with the manuscript of a three-volume novel under his

arm, having done which, he would return to the political scene,

resume the bargaining and badgering, the combinations and manipu-

lations of the party machinery as a matter of course and as if no

interruption whatever in his normal activities had taken place." This,

I admit, is indeed a pretty picture, but not at all a true one.

It appears to me that of all literary critics who attempted to

fathom the depths of this great and dazzling personality only one

man, the Dane, George Brandes, has truly succeeded in his task. As

against, the seemingly superficial judgment of a certain prominent

British critic who expressed the wish that "Disraeli's literary abil-

ity had been allowed to ripen undisturbed by all the worries and

distractions of parliamentary existence" we find Brandes, in one

of his books that has not as yet been translated into English, say-

ing: "Every product of his hand is an instrument forged by him

in order therewith to bring us into the workshop of his ideas. Each

book that he wrote is a window through which we are permitted to

look into his soul."
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In order to understand Disraeli, that strange, somewhat bizarre

figure in which were blended the color and glow, the warmth and

dreamy moodiness of the East with the cold realism and practical

hardheadedness of the West—and the British variety of it, to boot

!

—it is necessary for us to study his background—the domestic, po-

litical, and social background, in order to discover what influences

contributed to the shaping of that figure. We discover him to be

the son of Isaac Disraeli, a literary recluse, who spent his mornings

delving among the musty tomes of the British Museum, and his

afternoons and evenings in the seclusion of his study, occupied

with the composition of his many books, among which we, inci-

dentally, find Mejoun and Leila, the first oriental romance published

in the English literature. Isaac, in his turn, was the son of an Ital-

ian immigrant, who had come to England in the early part of the

eighteenth century to seek his fortune. In his veins flowed the

proud blood of the Spanish Jews who, in 1492, driven out of Spain

by Ferdinand and Isabella severally dispersed to all corners of the

earth, to seek a home wherever they could find toleration and peace.

Some of them settled in Turkey, others in the Italian states and

still others in the Netherlands. These men looked upon themselves

as the very flower of the Jewish race, contemplated with pride their

ancient lineage, and brooded on a past that, at certain periods in

their long history, had indeed been glorious. This consciousness

of an ancient and honorable lineage survived in the heart of

the Voltairean Isaac Disraeli, a man who had consciously and de-

liberately cut himself off from identification with his people's an-

cestral worship and had allowed three of his children, the thirteen

year old Benjamin among them, to be baptized into the Christian

faith. This pride was transmitted to the son, who, in the exuber-

ance of his fertile and brooding fancy, succeeded in fanning the

smouldering embers of that pride and love into the roaring and

scorching blaze that it eventually became in some of his novels.

So far for the domestic background. Now let us take a glance

at the larger, national, scene.

Disraeli entered public life during the long and disgraceful reign

of "the worst of the four Georges," George the Fourth, who for

more than forty years ruled over England, first as Prince Regent

and afterward as King. During that long reign British public life

reached the lowest possible level in its long history. The parliament
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—since Cromwell's day the House of Commons practically consti-

tuted the parliament—was dominated b}- the younger sons of the

nobility and their satellites, their favorites and their toadies—the

Rigbys, the Tapers and the Tadpoles of Disraeli's novels—as well

as by some few others who could afford to buy the nomination, or

liberally debauch the few voters, or both.

The lord of the manor always had a "pocket borough" at his

disposal, to give away to his favorite on condition that he do his

legislative bidding. Very few of the common people had the vote;

the property qualifications for members were exceedingly high, thus

automatically excluding people of small means, should chance or

determined will-power place the tempting opportunity in their path.

The "rotten borough" system, a borough wdtli little or no population

but with representation in parliament, came into vogue. A classical

and absurd example of this system is found in the case of Sarum, a

borough boasting one non-resident voter, no resident population

whatever, but having two members gravely sitting in parliament

and voting. To balance this anomaly, however, we have that other

condition in which many populous townships had no representation

whatever in the legislative halls, simply because it suited the inter-

ests of some propertied and privileged group or other to have their

inhabitants disfranchised.

Bribery in public life was rampant, accepted cynically and as a

matter of course by that small fraction of the people that enjoyed

the franchise, and punished only when it became too flagrant, as

in the case of the Baronet Lopes who spent i200,000 to debauch

the electorate of a single division. The government was presided

over for a long term by Lords Liverpool, Sidmouth, and Castle-

reagh, the latter described by Wilberforce as being as "cold blooded

as a fish." \\'hen he finally cut his throat in desperation at the wave

of democracy sweeping over Europe, Byron said that "he cut a

goose-quill."

Castlereagh even made serious pretensions to omniscience, "We
alone know !" being his reply to all interpellations and quests for

information. There w'as also the reactionar\- Lord Chancellor El-

don, one of the most legalistic and illiberal minds in the history of

that exalted office. The populace suftered under various cruel and
archaic laws—remnants of the medieval days—as well as under

some new, and equally as vicious, enactments. In 1808, Romilly,
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solicitor general in the Granville cabinet, wrote: "If any person

. . , should attempt some legislative reform on humane and liberal

principles he will find not only a stupid dread of innovation, but

... a strange spirit in the minds of many of his countrymen."

"I have examined," he wrote on another occasion, "the codes of

all nations, and ours is the worst, and worthy of the anthropophagi."

He also records the fact that when the bill to abolish hanging for

shoplifting was being debated, one unnamed member bawled out

"I am for hanging all !" It is a matter of record that Eldon, the

lord chancellor, did strenuously oppose the abolition of this ancient

abuse for which 72,000 people had paid with their lives in the reign

of one merry monarch alone. In 1798 there had been a bloody sup-

pression of one of the recurrent Irish rebellions; in 1819 there had

been an almost equally brutal suppression of a peaceful gathering

of the hungry operatives of the Manchester cotton mills. Two
years previously the infamous "press law" had been promulgated,

effectively muzzling the press and depriving the Englishman of his

traditional and most cherished right to express his opinion freely on

all public matters.

The church also had long since ceased to represent the people,

to minister to their spiritual and physical needs, but had become an

adjunct and the ready servant of the men of power and position,

in whose hands reposed the bestowal of a fat "living" or an entire

diocese.

"The torpidity on the side of religion of the vigorous English

understanding," we find Emerson writing at about this time, "shows

how much wit and folly can agree in one brain. Their religion is

a quotation, their church is a doll, and any examination is inter-

dicted with screams of terror . . . the religion of the day is a theat-

rical Sinai . . . the church . . has nothing left but possession." One
needs but to turn to Byron's Age of Bronze to find the withering

complementary picture, a picture of its decadent twin-brother, the

aristocracy of the day.

If on the one hand we have the corruptions and the stupidities

of a degenerate and irresponsible nobility and its subservient and

spineless church, we have on the other hand that untamed nascent

power of the rising aristocracy of money, "the inspired bagman

with his calico millennium," as Carlyle names them, the men who had

risen to wealth and position by the aid of other men's inventive
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genius and just a wee bit of their own enterprise, within the pre-

vious few decades. This class had no tradition behind it to look

'back to, and felt no sort of responsibility towards the hordes of

men, women and children whom it lured away from their ancestral

acres and peaceful cottages to be exploited and pauperized for a

time, and callously abandoned to their fate afterward. The philos-

ophy of life espoused by these bagmen, the philosophy of laissca

faire, curiously enough, sailed under the flag of "liberalism," with

the name of its natal city proudly tacked on thereto. It would ap-

pear, however, that ^lanchester truly had but little honest claim

to the originalit}- of this philosophy, a philosophy enunciated long,

long ago by Cain.

It was these combined forces of evil, the forces of an outlived

and spent Toryism and its church, and a selfish and grasping pseudo-

liberalism, that, in the brief space of a few years, had converted

"Merrie England" of song and poetry into a slum and thoroughly

pauperized its populace, that Disraeli girded himself to battle

against, and to achieve an ultimate victory over, in his writings as

in his parliamentary activities.

The essence of Disraeli's political and social creed is embodied

in four of his twenty novels. These are : Sybil, Coningsby, Tan-

crcd, and Lothair, the first two political, the other two imaginative

and religious. Perhaps we should add to this quartette his earlier

Vivian Grey, a satire on the political and domestic life of the upper

classes, their satellites and their toadies. In this dashing and ex-

uberant tale, the first two volumes of which Disraeli composed at

the early age of twenty and the other three a year or so later, we

already are able to discover the germ of that political and social

philosophy that was to be more explicitly developed by him in later

works.

Disraeli entered parliament in 1837, and shortly thereafter he,

together with Lord John Manners—the Henry Sidney of his nov-

els—Cochrane (who posed for the portrait of Huckhurst—and

George Smythe, who is both Coningsby and Waldershare) organ-

ized the "Young England" group, an echo of the "Young Germany"

of Stein and his associates, with the object of purging the conserva-

tive party of all its decadent and deleterious accretions, and, after

that purging, to wage a better and a more successful battle against

the nascent powers of a moneyed liberalism. "I am a conservative,"
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he proclaimed in his. Wycombe campaign address in 1832, "to pre-

serve all that is good in our constitution; a radical, to remove all

that is bad," holding with Burke that "for us to love our country,

our country ought to be lovely." This brief sentence embodies the

essence and substance of the political and social philosophy ex-

pounded by him for nearly half a century, especially in the group

of novels named above.

In Sybil we discover a mighty echo of the woes of the laboring

classes, of the Chartist agitations, of the good but impotent mem-
bers of the middle classes of the parvenu sons of the newly-titled

Nabobs, and of the aristocracy, the degraded, as well as the yet un-

defiled. The plot of the tale is simple, its implications many. Fren-

zied mobs of hungry Chartists burn the hay ricks of cruel Lord

Marney, his brother Charles falls in love with Sybil Gerard, daugh-

ter of a commoner and angel of the poor. Through association with

her Charles becomes acquainted with the miseries of the British

masses. Subsequently, there is another case of arson ; a mob burns

Mowbray castle, Sybil's life is endangered, Charles saves her. Lord

Marney dies, Charles gets the estate and marries the commoner,

Sybil.

The book abounds in juxtaposed pictures of wealth and poverty,

self-indulgence and luxury on the one hand, grinding and degrading

need on the other, "two nations between whom there is no inter-

course and no sympathy," in the words of Disraeli. "The author of

Sybil," says John Morley, "seems to have apprehended the real

magnitude of the social crisis brought about by the growth of an

industrial population."

We make the acquaintance of the Messrs. Shuffle and Screw,

exploiting mill owners ; the cruel, titled land-owner. Lord Marney,

and the complaisant vicar who is glad to let things well enough

alone, but also the humane Trafford. We have a picture of an

eviction (as we also had one in Vivian Grey, written in the author's

youth), and we also have a clergyman, St. Lys, who is a forerun-

ner of Sidonia, that all-wise Jew of Coningsby. St. Lys is the type

of clergyman who dares to think for himself and utters some her-

esies. "The prophets," he says, "were not Romans ; the Apostles

were not Romans; she who was blessed above all women, I never

heard that she was a Roman maiden." For those early times this

was a shattering discovery indeed.

The author puts the following sentiments in the mouth of one
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of his characters: "OHgarchy has been called liberty, an exclusive

priesthood has been christened a national church ; sovereignty has

been the like of something that has had no dominion, while abso-

lute power has been wielded by those who profess themselves the

servants of the people." A bit later he speaks with regard to the

first reform bill: "If a spirit of rapacious covetousness, desecrat-

ing all the humanities of life, has been the besetting sin of England

for the last century and a half, since the passing of the reform act

the altar of Mammon has blazed with triple worship. To acquire,

to accumulate, to plunder each other by virtue of philosophic

phrases, to propose a Utopia to consist only of wealth and toil, this

has been the breathless business of enfranchised England for the

last twelve years, until we are startled from our voracious strife

by the wail of intolerable serfage."

Disraeli had penetrated beneath the surface of the reform bill

passed by the Whigs in the 1830's, and comprehended that its ef-

fects were only political, and not social or economic. In connec-

tion with this bill he remarks: "It set men thinking; it enlarged

the horizon of political experience . . . and insensibly it created

and prepared a popular intelligence, but . . . that was all
!'"

That was all that the people got, and yet to us at this late day

it seems that they wanted little indeed. What did the Chartist ask

for? They asked for: 1) universal suffrage, 2) voting by bal-

lot, 3) an annual parliament, 4) equal election districts, 5 ) no prop-

erty qualifications for members, and 6) payment for their service.

To these modest demands—the commonplaces of democracy today

—the Tories replied with bullets and bloodshed and the WTiigs with

little more than a sop.

In "Coningsby" we have the complication of a youth falling in

love with the political and social enemy of his house. Harry Con-

ingsby grandson and adopted heir of the Tory Lord Monmouth
(Lord Hertford, the prototype of the "Marquess Steyne" of "Van-

ity Fair") falls in love with Miss Millbank, daughter of a liberal

manufacturer, is disinherited by his grandfather in favor of the

daughter of a French actress, but ultimately marries Miss Millbank,

who had in the meanwhile fallen heir to her father's fortune. And
now Coningsby, a dreamy, dilletante of idealistic tendencies, and

his wife, are sorely perplexed; shall they "denounce to a perplexed

and disinherited world the rigid theories of a generalizing age that

liave destroyed the individuality of man" (that is, adopt the Mill-
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bank faith) or should they devote themselves to conservative in-

trigues in conformity with the good old Monmouth tradition?

Coningsby is anxious to espouse the cause of the people, "the

cause," as he says, "of our glorious institutions under which the

crown has become a cipher, the church a sect, the nobility drones,

and the people drudges," in which good cause that superlatively

brilliant Sidonia (Disraeli's own alter ego) stands ready to assist

him, but there is Rigby (a portrait of John Wilson Croker, some

say) the political agent and marplot of Lord Monmouth, ready to

confound him and lead him into the bog of corruption. Coningsby

vacillates between the two, though he again and again utters scath-

ing strictures on the Tory party, and is sufficiently clear-headed to

realize that "the youth of a nation are the trustees of posterity,"

and, as such, have a two-fold duty laid upon their shoulders, a

sentiment fully shared and brilliantly enlarged upon by Sidonia.

In Tancred Disraeli mingles superb satire with his congenital

love for the gorgeous East and the dream of the ancient glories of

his people. I say "congenital" advisedly as we already find this

rapture of the East clearly and lovingly expressed in the letters

that he wrote from the Orient to his sister Sara from 1827 to 1830,

which were published in a little volume entitled Home Letters after

his death. In these letters the comparatively obscure youth of

twenty-one, with scarcely even a dream or a prospect of the polit-

ical career in store for him, actually formulated the very policies

with regard to the Orient that he sought to carry into effect as

prime minister forty years and more later—still another evidence

of the consistency and continuity of the career of this man of wis-

dom and genius.

Tancred, only son of the Duke of Bellamont, is beset by doubt

—religious doubt. He hies himself to a certain bishop, a friend of

the family, in an attempt to resolve his religious doubts, but soon

discovers that he had gone to the wrong shop for that commodity

—spiritual peace. There is precious little of the spiritual in the

bishop's make-up, but a great deal of smugness and self-compla-

cency, of satisfaction in things as-they-are. Tancred sails away on

his yacht to seek salvation for his soul in the Holy Land, the land

where "inspiration is not only a divine but a local quality," where

God once on a time had chosen to reveal himself to the represen-

tatives of a certain ancient but small-numbered race. Tancred

does indeed find that peace and that exaltation of spirit that he had
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so vainly sought for so many years in the Occident. He is lost in

mystic rapture, and he also fain would marry that wondrous woman,

Eve, half Jewess and half Beduin, who is his guide and mentor in

all his soul-searching and wandering in the Holy Land. But his

horrified ducal parents arrive just in the nick of time; reluctantly,

be it said. "Jerusalem !" exclaims Lord Carbrick, "what on earth

could the}' go to Jerusalem for? I am told there is no sort of sport

there. They say in the L'pper Nile there is no good shooting!"

Their arrival breaks the spell, and there ensues "a conclusion in

which nothing is concluded," because, there really is no discoverable

method by which this eternal conflict between the East and the

West could be resolved to the satisfaction of any one, least of all

the one who, in the words of one of the great poets of his race,

"had his physical being in the West while his soul lived in the

East." There is excellent humor in this book. The satire on the

spokesmen of the established religion in Tancred is reminiscent of

the craftmanship of X'oltaire in its gaiety, and equally good are the

droll pictures of the nobility, and the ladies who dominate exclusive

society. The religious topic is, however, treated in a more earnest

vein in a succeeding book of Disraeli's, Lothair.

Lothalr is a story of the romantic love and hankering for Ca-

tholicism, the "religion of infinite convenience" as it was termed

by Hawthorne, noticeable about the middle of the past century

among a considerable number of the better educated and leisured

Englishmen, a movement that culminated in the conversion of Man-

ning and Newman, and their ultimate elevation to princely estate

in their new church. But we have no space here to analyze this

book in detail. It should be remarked, however, as evidence of

the peculiar compound of this strange man's genius, that after

treating so realistically a strictly practical and localized problem

perplexing the people of Britain in his own day, he should also be

the one to write The Wondrous Tale of Alroy, the story of the rise

and fall of a Jewish pseudo-Messiah in the Bagdad of the twelfth

century, a tale replete with Oriental mystery and color, gorgeous-

ness, rapture, and intrigue. But such are the inscrutable workings

of the alchemy of genius as they manifested themselves in that

man of unfathomed mystery, Disraeli.

The foregoing, meagre quotations from Disraeli's writings and

the sketchy analysis that we have made may furnish us with an in-
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sight into his philosophy of life as well as of his interpretation of

British history. Disraeli's view of English history is frankly a Tory

view, but a Tory viewpoint mingled with radicalism. According to

his view, Henry the Eighth was a tyrant because he despoiled the

church of its lands which it administered as the trustee of and for

the welfare of the people. "It is in the plunder of the church,"

he says, "that we must seek for the primary cause of our political

exclusion from our social and political rights." Charles the First

rightly was a martyr, because as Disraeli says, "he could have

purchased his freedom by hanging all the Catholic priests that the

rebels wanted him to"; Cromwell really was the friend of the rising

mercantile class, the enemy of the monarchy, of the aristocracy as

well as of the masses ; William of Orange and the Whigs contrib-

uted to the establishment of that "Venetian oligarchy"—the rule of

the Whigs and the Tories—which he held accountable for the es-

tablishment of the "two nations" within the British Isles, each one

indifferent to the fate of the other. "Kings on earth," he says,

"are Gods and blazing lights" and "in them alone . . . should

power subsist." And as for the aristocracy "deep in the strata of

the human heart the seeds of aristocracy are sown." But theirs is

the privilege of service, acting as the elder brother of the Ple-

beians, a function which has lapsed since, by the transference of

the headship of the church to the king and all the power to the

newly risen men of wealth, and the transplanting of the common
people from the cultivation of the soil to the factory and slum.

Such, in brief, is the political and social creed for which Disraeli

entered the lists and did battle by all the means at his command
for upwards of fifty years.

Perhaps this wondrous career of Disraeli could not be better

epitomized than in the words of William Makepeace Thackery at

the dinner given shortly after Disraeli's initial rise to cabinet rank,

in the first Derby ministry of 1852. He expressed himself in the

following terms : "Could a romance writer in after years have a

better or more wondrous hero than that of an individual who at

twenty years of age wrote Vivian Grey and a little while afterwards

The Wondrous Tale of Alroy; who then explained to a breathless

and listening world the great Asian mystery; who then went into

politics, faced, fought and conquered the great political giant of

these days; and who subsequently led Thanes and Earls to battle,
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while he caused reluctant squires to carry his lance? What a hero

would not that be for some future novelist, and what a magnificent

climax for the third volume of his story, when he led him, in his

gold coat of office, to kiss the queen's hand as the chancellor of the

exchequer!"

Before concluding I wish to say a few words on the humor in

Disraeli's novels, a quality, or a defect, if you choose, that retarded

full appreciation of him and his work for some years. It is not

British, for the British brand of humor has very little of the easy

jocularity, the good natured banter rising occasionally to the full-

throated laugh that we find in some of the more celebrated humor-

ists of Europe. It is cruel and ironic in Swift, grotesque in Lewis

Carroll, or broadly topsy-turvy in Dickens. Chesterton achieves

his effects by balancing a pyramid on its apex, while Shakespeare

puts his wittiest utterances in the mouth of his clowns, and the ir-

rational Disraeli's humor was continental. He laughed as easily

and as gracefully as Cervantes and as naturally as Rabelais, but he

added thereto a dash of Oriental exuberance and fantasy as a fla-

voring to the dish ; a compound to which the British palate required

a long while to get accustomed.
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